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Emmy Nominations Michael
Chiklis of The Shield' gets
dramatic actor nomination
— SIM Arts

BRITISH OPEN: Tiger Stumbles Out Of Gate, Loses Ball On 1st Shot, Page 8
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Modern-Day
Robin Hood

/AO AN

The Race To Frankfort

Chandler,
Fletcher
differ on
No Child
Left Behind

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Bill Leslie probably does
not consider himself on the
same athletic scale as
American bicyclist Lance
Armstrong. Then
again, not too
many people
in the
whole
world

could match
possible fivetime Tour de
France champion.
But next week,
Leslie, a standout in
the sport of archery
from Calloway County,
and two other representatives of the good ole U.S.A..
will get a chance to achieve the
same level of accomplishment in
a worldwide event held in
France.
Leslie and his American
teammates will be trying to
prove to the world's best
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photos Archers that the red, white and
TAKE DEAD AIM
Bill Leslie gets a bead on a deer target at his Calloway County home to tune
blue is where it is at in that
his archery skills needed to face international competition next week.
sport during the Federation of

International Target Archers 3-D World
Archery Championship in the French
town of Sully-Sur-Loire. And like
Arrnstong is for his U.S. Postal Service
bike team, Leslie has been given the
position of captain for the American
squad.
"I'm definitely looking forward to
this. I'm proud to be representing my
country land] my home state. I love it,"
said Leslie, who leaves Sunday for the
compettion that begins on July 25. "I'm
honored, overjoyed, shocked ... you
name it. I'm it right now."
One can also include motivated as
another adjective to use when it comes
to Leslie and his American teammates

II See Page 2

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Republican Ernie Fletcher and
Democrat Ben
Chandler
reached out to
school administrators
Wednesday,
each stressing
classroom discipline and promising to steer
more money to
Chandler
schools.
But the two
candidates for
governor parted
ways on the
federal education law known
as No Child
Left Behind in
separat e*
speeches at the
annual conferFletcher
ence of the
Kentucky Association of School
Administrators.
Fletcher, who -helped craft the
law as a congressman. said the law

•See Page 2

City sets
schedule
to re-do
crosswalks

EDWARD SHERIDAN,Ledger & Times photo

MORNING ACCIDENT ... The vehicle pictured above and a semi truck were involved in an
accident with injuries on Ky. 121 South just outside Murray this morning. Complete details
on the accident were unavailable as of press time this morning.

Two indicted in fatal WKU dorm fire
By LORI BURLING
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — A Warren County
grand jury indicted two Scottsville men Wednesday for
the murder of a Western Kentucky University student
who was set on fire in her dormitory room.
Lucas B. Goodrum and Stephen B. Soules were each
charged with murder and/or complicity to commit murder, first-degree rape and/or complicity to commit first-

degree rape, first-degree sodomy and/or complicity to
commit first-degree sodomy and arson and/or complicity to commit arson, according to the indictment. Soules
was also charged with robbery.
Both men have been in the Warren County Regional
Jail without bond since a preliminary hearing on May
21, when Warren County District Judge JoAnn Spinks

•See Page 2

Kentucky Lottery

GET YOUR LOTTO TICKETS AT:
Jr. Food Mart /4
1302 Main St. • Murray.

III See Page 2

TABITHA ARMSTRONG Ledger & Tines ,noto

PEACEFUL SCENE ... This water garden at the Klapper residence on Blair Street is among eight for this Sunday's
Murray-Calloway County Water Garden Tour. For more information, see page 2 or call Rolling Hills Nursery at 753-1725.
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The City of Murray will once
again be replacing the brick crosswalks on 4th and Main Streets starting Monday.
The project is anticipated to last
two weeks, and City Administrator
Don Elias said that after researching other cities that have the brick
walkways or roads, the contractors
are using a new formula that will
keep the bricks from sinking.
"We've done a tremendous
amount of investigation on it," he
said. "I am confident this will be a
smooth driving surface."
Before, the walks were constructed with a dense grade rock
base and a sand setting bed. When
the heavy rains of spring came in, it
redistributed the sand and caused
the walkway to sink. The new
design calls for a concrete base and
an asphalt setting bed, which will
allow flexibility, but not shifting or
sinking.
"We have also configured the
bricks in a different pattern so it
will be real tight," said Elias.
He said the concrete has to be
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N.• Murray, Ky.
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Louise Utley
Lilela Cope
Robert Perry (Bob) Moods
Margaret P. Blalock
Elizabeth Walker Copeland
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TownCrier

•No Child ...

The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• The Murray-Calloway County Park Board will meet Monday, July
21, at 6 p m in the Chamber of Commerce conference room. Items on
the agenda include the skateboard committee
MURRAY
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Make Your Financial
Picture Whole
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from New York Life

Sun. water
garden tour
can offer
first-hand
pointers
By TABITHA ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer
Murray gardener Pat Klepper
says creating a water garden is
hard,"frustrating work, but looking at other peoples' gardens and
learning how they developed
beautiful ponds makes crafting
your own easier.
That's one reason she agreed
to put her own water garden on
display this Sunday for Rolling
Hills Nursery's annual water garden tour.
The tour will be this Sunday
from' 1-5 p.m. at eight local
homes, Rolling Hills Clerk Tina
Preston said. She added that the
event is free, and maps to the
water gardens are available it the
nursery until Saturday.
The eight gardens on display
are located at the Klepper residence, 604 Blair St.; the Jones
residence, 2114 Gatesborough;
the Severns residence‘ 94
Nottingham
Lane;
the
McKenney residence, 1607
Catalina Dr.; the Geurin residence, 1500 Spring Hill Courts;
the Shaw residence, 95 Brittany
Lane; the Wood residence, 2611
Irvin Cobb Rd.; and the Dinh
residence, 1007 Walnut St.
Klepper said the garden tours
are fun to attend.
"You'd be amazed," she said.
"People have the most beautiful
gardens."
She said the only bad thing
about exhibiting her water garden is that she won't be able to
visit others' gardens. However,
she's happy about doing it
because she may be able to offer
advice to water-gardening beginners.

From Front
promoted flexibtitt), local %ontrol
and accountability. He said it would
provide more money for literacy
and other education programs.
Chandler, the state's attorney
general, countered that school
administrators face "tremendous
_challenges" in meeting federal mandates that came without funding to
carry them out.
He said the law threatened to create a confusing dual system of testing students to grade the performance of public schools.
,
—The end result could be ... to
dumb down our standards here in
Kentucky to comply with the law,"
Chandler said.
Under the federal law, schools
that get federal money are to be held
accountable for student progress in
math and reading, based on annual
test scores.
Under Kentucky's system,
school progress is jhNcl every second year, using two4ears of data.
Testing is across the curriculum, not
just in math and reading. But
Kentucky has not tested math and
reading annually in every grade, 3
through 8, as the federal law
requires.
Meanwhile, both candidates
promised to try to funnel more
money into local schools but
offered different ideas to do it.
Fletcher pitched a tax modernization plan that he said would
expand business and employment,
creating more revenues for schools.
He said that much of the money
earmarked for education never
reaches the classrooms. Fletcher,
seeking to become Kentucky's first
Republican governor since 1971,
blamed such funding deficiencies
on a "worn out politics of a bygone
era" in Frankfort.
"I want to make sure that we get
more resources into the schools,
into the local levels and into the
classroom," he said.
Chandler said education has
been shortchanged, noting that the
percentage of the state budget
devoted to elementary and secondary education dropped from 47 percent to 41 percent in the past
decade.
Chandler called for a "top to bottom" review of state government,
which he said would yield significant savings that could be invested
in education.

•Crosswalks ...
From Front

Ryan B Edwards
New York Lite
Insurance Company
211 Maple ST
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-2007
270-753-0403 FAX

11111 The Company You Keep*

allowed 24 hours to dry before the
asphalt can be set, so each area will
take a couple of days.
The schedule is:
• the two walks at Fourth and
Main streets, and Third and Main
will be closed July 21-23:
• the walk at Fourth and Maple
will be closed July 23-24:
•a walk at Fifth and Main will be
closed July 24-25:

•the walks at Fifth and Main and
Fourth and Main will be closed July
28-30,
• the walks at Fourth and Main
and Fourth and Maple in front of the
courthouse will be closed July 31Aug. 2;
• and the walk at Fourth and
Main next to Corn Austin will be
closed Aug. 4-5.
Crosswalks at Fifth and Maple
will not be replaced yet becaese of
less traffic and chow less damage.

H.S. Jackson,M.D.
announces the association of

Annette Houston Baccus, ARV
Board-Certified Family Nurse Practitioner

Offering:
• annual female exams including pap
smears
• family planning management
• treatment for urinary incontinence

Grenade attack case transfered
FORT CAMPBELL: Ky.(AP -The cOmmariding
general of the 101st Airborne Division has handed the
case of a soldier charged in the grenade attack that killed
two officers over to its higher headquarters to handle.
Sgt. Hasan Akbar, 32, is charged with two counts of
premeditated murder and three counts of attempted
murder and could face the death penalty if convicted.
Maj. Gen. David Petraeus, commanding general of
the 101st Airborne Division based at Fort Campbell,
said in a statement the case is being transferred to the
18th Airborne Corps at Fort Bragg, N.C., because the
101st continues to be busy with operations in Iraq. The
101st reports to the 18th Airborne Corps.
The public affairs office at Fort Campbell originally
stated that Petraeus_had signed off on the court martial,

III Dorm ...
From Front
Coleman sent the case to the grand
jury.
"I have sense of relief. I was concerned because
the time was
running
out,"
Virginia
said
White, aunt of
Melissa "Katie"
Autry, who was
found
beaten,
stabbed
and
raped on May 4.
Autry
Prosecutors
faced a July 20
deadline to seek an indictment. The
12-member jury based its decision
on evidence that did not include
forensics testing.
"This indictment speaks volumes," said Chris Cohron, assistant
commonwealth's attorney.

Goodrum's and Soules' lawyers beat, rape and set Autry on fire.
did not immediately return calls However, the detective noted that
Wednesday afternoon.
Soules, who was interviewed three
Cohron said forensics testing is times by police, "increased his
still being completed at a Kentucky involvement with each interview."
State Police crime lab.
Soules later told police he was
Goodrum 21, and Souks, 20, having consensual sex with Autry
were arrested less than a week after when Goodrum entered Autry's
the death of the 18-year-old fresh- dorm room and forced himself upon
man. Autry died May 7 at a hospital her. In a third interview, Soules said
in Nashville, Tenn., where she was he had raped Autry and sprayed
being treated for third- and fourth- hairspray on her body, the detective
degree burns. She died three days said. Soules said Goodrum was the
after she was pulled from her smol- one who set Autry on fire, police
dering dorm room at Hugh Poland say.
Hall.
Court documents show that the
Both men could face the death two men attended a fraternity party
penalty, Cohron said. Cohron said at the Pi Kappa Alpha house May 3,
the state will make its decision as where friends say Autry, who had
the case moves forward.
danced at a strip club, also spent
At the preliminary hearing, a uni- time before the early-morning fire.
versity police detective said Soules
Goodrum and Soules remain in
told authorities that he watched jail with no bond. An arraignment
Goodrum — a high school friend — has not been set.

•Archer ...
From Front
since, it seems, their hosts have
reportedly not exactly been hospitable in advance of the competition. The U.S. team will be represented-by three archers.
Meanwhile, the other 131 countries
represented, including host France,
will field as many as 18.
Supposedly, only after a call
from Jim Easton, head of the sporting goods giant that bears his last
name, were the three spots
arranged for the Americans after
U.S. officials of the International
Bowhunting Organization [IBC)]
had apparently tried to get their
team situated for the event without
much of a response.
With four national championships — the latest one coming
this past Sunday in the IBO
Nationals at Nelsonville, Ohio —
Leslie was an easy selection for the
squad. He just missed a world 'BO
titile last year, falling to Texan Keith Bain by two points in his
specialty, the longbow. He also
won the IBO's points championship
last year to go with three straight
1130 Southern Triple Crown titles
and an IB0 Winternationals title.
Longbow is one of three classifications that competitors will enter
in France. Compound and recurve
are the others.
"You know the type of bow
Robin Hood would use in the
movies [wooden and without any
mechanical additions17 That's the
kind I shoot," said Leslie, who,
until he picked up a bow around
six years ago, had gone nearly 20
years since doing any shooting at
all.
"I shot a little as a kid. Pretty
much, that involved just shooting a
long stick out of[a bow]. Then,
when I was 12 or 13, I went to
Camp Currie (in Marshall County]
and entered an archery contest just
so I could get my camp patch, and
I wound up with the highest score

they'd ever had there. Then, I
stopped."
Heavily into music, Leslie
focused on that art for the next several years, serving four successful
years with the Murray High School
band, then with the Guardsmen-Drum and Bugle Corp from the
Chicago, Ill., area, then the Scouts
corps of Madison, Wis. Then, he
took a job out of college at the
Fisher Price plant in Murray and
re-discovered his love for archery
through a group of co-workers that
encouraged him to join them for
area shoots.
"That first competition [at
Eddyville] was just awful," said
Leslie, whose perfectionist nature
kicked into gear shortly thereafter.
"I'm a person that when he gets
into something just goes all-out. I
pretty much develop a one-track
mind and I was just determined
that I would get better."
Soon, thanks to some marathon
practice sessions — some starting
after he got home from an afternoon work shift and ending when
the sun came up the following
morning — he soon was quite a
force for those that held the upper
hand in the beginning. Now, he is
among his country's best and
would love nothing more than to
show why in France. And he thinks
he and his State mates may have an
edge in doing just that.
"We're going to be shooting 3D
targets [essentially large animal
decoys], and this is something I'm
not sure the shooters from the other
countries are used to. They do
more shooting with the standard
paper targets, and this is different,"
he said, explaining that hunting
wild game in France is banned, as
is traveling with anything associated with hunting, including camouflage clothing.
"I have been told that if you
take something over therethat is
associated with hunting, they'll
take it from you and destroy it.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo
FIRST PLACE ... Bill Leslie
shows a plaque for his first
place win in an archery competition.
That's how it is over there for some
reason, but we're follow their rules.
We're not going to argue with
them. We're better than that.
"It's just like when you go to
somebody's house. You must treat
them with respect, and that's what
we plan to do."
However, one must be true to
his country as well. Reportedly,
something else the U.S. teammates
have been advised not to do is don
any article clothing supportive of
America. Leslie said this is where
the line between being a good
guest and duty to God and country
must be drawn.
"Me and the other guys on the
team have already met a few times
to talk about this competition. And
one thing we have decided to do is
wear American flags in some way
if we make the finals. That's something we can do for our country,"
he said.

A-00/1 POWERFUL DEALER INCENTIVES
ON NEW CARS

She will also assist Dr. Jackson with his
urological practice.

2003 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE

2003 OLDSMOBILE ALERO

$44,995
- 5,000 Owner Loyalty
- 2,000 Cash or Trade
- 3,000 Brandon Discount

Annette Baccus has been in practice since 1995. She is a
summa cum laude graduate ofMurray State University
with a Bachelor ofNursing degree, a Master ofNursing
degree,-einztia me-mho-ofthe American Nurser
Association.

'34,995

Please call for your initial visit with Annette Baccus today at 270-753-0604.
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
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Your Price!
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2003 PONTIAC GRAND AM
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Annette H. Baccus. ARNP

Annette H. Baccus, ARNP
Nurse Practitioner
Medical Arts Building, Suite 107 E
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Murray, KY 42071
270-753-0604 • 1-888-753-9245

but later said that he only transferred the case.
On June 20, the investigating officer at an Article 32
hearing for Akbar made the recommendation that the
case proceed to a court martial.
Because Petraeus has handed over jurisdiction in the
case, it will now be up to the commanding general of the
18th Airborne Corps to determine whether or not to follow the recommendation.
The soldiers killed March 23, in the early days of the
war with Iraq, were Army Capt. Christopher Scott
Seifert, 27, of Easton, Pa., and Air Force Maj. Gregory
Stone, 40, of Boise, Idaho. It is the first time since the
Vietnam War that a U.S. Army soldier has been prosecuted for the murder or attempted murder of another soldier during a period of war, the Army said.

$19,905
- 3,000 Rebate
- 2,000 Cash or Trade
- 1,000 Brandon Discount
$

1 3,905

Your Price!
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Suspect arrested in sexual assault of girl at Target store
SOUTH CHARLESTON. W.Va.
South Charleston
(AP) — A man accused of sexually
Sgt.
assaulting an II-year-old girl at a
Robert Yeager.
Target store in West Virginia was
"This was an
arrested Wednesday in Kentucky as
extremely
he was leaving a lawyer's office,
detailed tip. The
police said.
information that
Later in the day. Allen Dwayne
was given in this
Coates was booked in a similar inciup put it right at
dent involving a 9-year-old girl at a
the top of the list,
Wal-Mart store in Kentucky.
and that's why in
'Coates
Coates, 37, of Irvington. Ky., was
the middle of the
captured without incident in
night we took off
Louisville, Ky., at 12:45 p.m., while for Kentucky."
leaving the office of attorney Fred
The girl was assaulted Saturday
Radolovich, FBI spokesman David evening at the South Charleston store
Beyer said.
after she and her mother separated to
"It's a burden lifted. I'm sure the -do individual shopping.
community will be elated that this
A store surveillance tape showed a
predator is no longer on the streets," man stalking a young girl and then
South Charleston Police Chief David walking quickly down an aisle in
Dunlap said at a news conference.
another department, leading a girl by
He said an anonymous tip his her wrist.
department received from a person in
The man, posing as a security
Kentucky Tuesday night led to guard, told the girl he saw her steal
Coates' arrest. No other suspects were something, pulled a knife and forced
being sought.
her first to the store's garden depart"They saw it, they saw the indi- ment, where he assaulted her.
vidual on the news," he said. He
When too many shoppers- walked.
would not say whether the caller was into that section, he led her into the
a man or a woman.
men's wear section, where he assault"The information we obtained ed her again.
from the tipster ... was information
Radolovich said he planned to
that nobody else could have."
enter an innocent plea for Coates at a
Coates was being held Wednesday hearing Thursday and would also ask
afternoon at a correctional facility in that his client receive a psychiatric
Louisville on charges of first-degree evaluation.
sexual assault and kidnapping.
In the other incident, which
"When the tips started coming in, occurred Friday in Ashland, Ky., a
we attempted to prioritize them," said girl who had wandered away from

her mother at a Wal-Man was
approached by a man who identified
himself as a security guard. The man
patted the girl down, and she became
suspicious and ran to her mother.
Coates was charged with firstdegree attempted sodomy, Ashland
police said.
Both stores are near Interstate 64,
which also runs through Louisville.
Ashland is about 200 miles east of
Louisville and about 62 miles west of
South Charleston.
Coates also faces a federal charge
of unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, said Brian D. Lamkin, acting
FBI special agent in Kentucky.
South Charleston authorities
planned to seek Coates' extradition to
face the West Virginia charges.
Police had released the grainy surveillance video to the media and had
asked NASA to enhance the images
in hopes of identifying the suspect.
"If it were not for the broadcast.
this case may have never been
solved," Dunlap said.
Residents were thrilled to hear of
the arrest.
"That's fantastic that the police
were on it and that they were able to
pick him up," said Valerie lividen of
Sumerco in neighboring Lincoln
County, who has two young children.
"When he goes to jail, he'll get his
just due," she said.
In Kentucky, Radolovich said
Coates was on his way to the
University of Louisville hospital for a
psychiatric exam before he was

Patton signs agreement allowing
state employees to unionize
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
by the Service tive orders from their governors. It
More than 19,000 state employees
Employees "wouldn't be smart" for the next
would be eligible for the first time
International governor to overturn Patton's agreeto join labor unions under an agreeUnion.
ment, Martin said.
ment Gov. Paul Patton signed
Because the
"No governor has in the United
Wednesday.
agreement came States ever pulled the plug." she
Patton met with union represenas a result of an said.
tatives at the Capitol to sign a "masexecutive order
David Burtch, of the UAW, said
ter agreement" which would form
-Patton the agreement was-"an historic docthat
the ground rules for further labor
issued in May ument," and would help the state
contract negotiations:—Six—labeled
2001„44--is - not _ and state workers.. He_said _the move
Patton
categories of state workers have
backed by state sets the stage for further negotiaagreed to allow five different unions
law. That means tions and better state employee repto represent them in future contract the state's next governor could over- resentation.
talks.
turn the current agreement.
"What it does is it finally proUnions would negotiate with the
Still, Patton said he hoped the vides what every employee needs,
state on behalf of state employees next administration would follow and tles a voice at work," Bunch
on such topics as job security, wages along with the unionization plan.
said.
and benefits, Patton said. Also, they
"I believe that whoever the next
would serve as a better way for governor is ..
would hope that
employees to communicate with the they would want to continue to
state about issues that concern them. communicate and listen to people
he said.
that have been chosen as their
"I believe that the agreement that spokespersons by the employees,"
we're signing today, the process we Patton said. "And, I'm hopeful that
have put in place will better help that would be the final result into
those front-line employees make the next administration."
sure that the things that concern
The state's gubernatorial candithem are also brought to the atten- dates, Democrat Ben Chandler and
tion of the governor and the legisla- Republican Ernie Fletcher, appeared
ture," Patton said.
at a conference in Louisville later in
State workers would not be the day and seemed to have mixed
required to join a union, Patton said. reactions.
However, union contracts would
Chandler, who has tried to discover all state employees working tance himself from the Patton
in the six categories, he said.
administration, said he would not
Employees who work in clerical comment on the plan until he had a
or semi-technical jobs would be rep- chance to look at the proposal in
resented by the United Auto greater detail.
Workers union. Laborers and trades
Fletcher said he thought the
workers would be represented by state's current employee merit systhe Teamsters union; state police tem should remain in place.
would be represented by the
"I don't think we have a real
Kentucky State Police Professional need for unionization," Fletcher
Association.
said. "We've got to make a better
Meanwhile, the
American work environment for our .state
Federation of State, County and workers."
Municipal Employees would repreMichelle Martin, AFSCME
sent workers in employment and organizing director for Indiana and
social services. AFSCME would Kentucky, said the agreement was a
also represent corrections, parole "good start." She said she hopes to
and other law enforcement officers. move on to the next step of negotiaSome health services employees tions soon.
would be represented by NESCME.
She said other states have had
while others would be represented workers unionize based on execu

arrested. He said Coates was "very
upset and very depressed" before
leaving his office.
"He was talking crazy stuff like
hurting himself and things. and having some memory problems and
wanted him looked at." the lawyer
said.
Coates' father, Bobby Coates. said
his son had a history of mental problems, including depression. Bobby
Coates said his son had brcnoluticd:._
ication but "slacked off of it."
Die elder Coates had taken him to
see Radolovich.
"He told me he had aproblem and
had to talk to an attorney,' Bobby
Coates said.
He would not say if his son had
told him what that problem was.
"He wouldn't have done somevia APTN,AP Photo
thing that he's accused of doing if ON TAPE
The store's surveillance video shows this unidentihe'd been in his right mental state," fied man who is alleged to be the suspect who police say sexuBobby Coates said. He said he would ally assaulted an 11-year-old girl and threatened
her with a
try to help his son gelinto a hospital.
knife.
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Sunday,July 20th
2:00 p.m. - "Daily Christian Living"

Panel - Garland Elkins, Curtis Cates
Robert Taylor & MichaelHatcher

Curtis Cates, Olive Branch Mississippi

Moderator: Cary Colley

Michael Hatcher, Pensacola, Florida

2:45 p.m."Well Done..."
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MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND!!
For further information call 554-2496
VCR & CASSETTE TAPES OF LECTURESHIP
WILL BE AVAILABLE.
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,
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SUNNY SLOPE CHURCH OF CHRIST
6456 Old Mayfield Rd. - Paducah, Kentucky 42003

How do you find the right loan?
Start by finding the right bank.

• tght is
shining on this great
property...

all Judy today!
759-8780

Judy Denton

1,50revaSt!

•
,

A bank that will take the time to Hsten to what rt is yo.., rea!:7
11•1111•••••••••••'

r‘ct

,
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month." A bank that can offer you more than just one or tw.o oot,:.- )hs.'o,•

OLD ALMO POST OFFICE AND COUNTRY STORE
Original tile ceiling, new central heat and air, grand stair case, apt. in
rear for additional income. Unlimited possibilities. Reduced from
$79,000 to $.39,000.

CAMPBELL REALTY
1210 Main Street.• Murray, KY • 759-8780
www.bcampbellrealty.com

[:13
•••••••

your home. And, most important of all, a bank that w1H expl&n
choices in detail, and then help select the loan or line of credit that

BB&T

right for you. How do you find such a bank? That's easy You just'd
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Somebody
on the Right
Screwed Up
What the President said during
his State of the Union address has
suddenly become a major problem
for him, and while much of the criticism is nothing more than cheap
partisan politics that can have a
serious affects on America's future,
the administration has got to admit
that there have been some screwups.
The President
had every right
-to do what he
did. He did the
right thing.
However, there's
no getting away
from the fact
that there were
major gaffes by
the FBI and CIA
and administraMaking tion staff. But
whether the
Sense
screw-ups
By Michael
involve 9/11, or
Reagan
Afghanistan, or
Iraq, nobody has
offered their resignation and
said. "Excuse me, I screwed up."
The President didn't write the
State of the Union address, his staff
did. It's their job to dot the I s and
cross the T s - to make sure the
President has the right information.
While his critics focus on that one
single instance where the information was based on a falsified intelligence report, his own people who
were responsible for using it are letting the president hang in the wind.
Whoever wrote that speech,
whoever failed to exercise due diligence to use correct information
and allowed the president to say
that, really gave the left something
to grab onto and chew on like mad
dogs. If that isn't disconcerting
enough. what's worse is that there
is nobody in the administration
willing to stand up and take the
heat. Instead they are letting the
President just hang out there all by
himself and twist slowly in the
wind.
It's about time that the President
starts letting heads roll at the CIA
and the FBI and even inside the
White House. It's long past time for
them to pay for their failures.
Tragically, this episode is having
a serious effect on our troops in

Iraq. We have people over there
who are dying. And these liberals
who are exploiting this issue here at
home are encouraging their killers
to keep shooting our men.
The left-wing media such as
CNN,NBC,CBS, ABC and the
New York Times, play up the political battle going on in the U.S. and
the Iraqis who want to regain control and go back to the days of
Saddam Hussein are using those
battles here at home as a way to
rejuvenate their cause in Iraq.
It's patently obvious that what
the left is trying to do is to prove
we shouldn't have gone into Iraq in
the first place which gives the
Ba'ath party members in Iraq_arid
other pro-Saddam elements that are
killing our troops the hope that the
U.S. will
and nth irid put them
back in power.
In short, the liberal attacks on
the president are nothing less than
an invitation to the terrorist elements in Iraq to continue to kill
Americans in the belief that if they
keep at it long enough, the
American people will get tired of
the whole mess and demand that we
bring our troops home. They saw it
happen in Vietnam, they saw it happen in Somalia and thanks to the
anti-war liberals here at home, they
have every reason to believe that it
can happen in Iraq.
I promise you that if Howard
Dean or John Kerry get the
Democrat party's nomination, one
of the planks in their platform will
be "if you elect me I will bring the
troops home from Iraq." And that
will be all the terrorists in Iraq will
need to hear - that if they just hang
in there long enough and keep
killing Americans, sooner or later
Americans will go home with our
tails between our legs, we'll be
gone, and they'll be back in power.
If that happens, then the whole
world will be in turmoil and
Armageddon will be right around
the corner because the world will
know America doesn't have the
guts to finish what we start. And if
that happens, we can blame it on
the screw-up and those Democrats
cynical enough to exploit it.

AIM

U.S. won't take rebuilding seriously
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— James
Dobbins, a former State
Department official involved in five
of six nation-building exercises
over the past II years, says the
United States should be doing better in Iraq after all this experience.
"We don't seem to have learned
much," says Dobbins, who served
as U.S. special envoy in operations
around the world.
In 1993, Dobbins led the diplomatic part of getting U.S. forces out
of Somalia. In 1994, he helped
arrange the multilateral intervention
in- Haiti. Just before the Kosovo
conflict erupted in 1999, he became
senior envoy for the Balkans and
later headed the U.S. delegation to
the Kosovo peace talks. In 2000 •
and 2001, he worked to organize
international efforts to oust
Slobodan Milosevic from
Yugoslavia. After the Sept. 11
attacks, he was President Bush's
special envoy for Afghanistan.
Dobbins, who has been working
for the Rand think tank since his
retirement from government last
year, said in a recent interview the
most successful operations, especially from the standpoint of postwar casualties, have been Bosnia
and Kosovo.
In Bosnia, he says, the ratio of

century ago, Dobbins notes, recalling that the country was still in
such a mess two years after the war
that the Truman administration proAn this, Rumsfeld said, could
posed the Marshall Plan.
lead to a reduction in U.S. forces in
Historians agree that the initiaIraq. Dobbins sees this as a good'
played a vital role in German
tive
thing because the Iraq commitment
recovery
even though that former
has left the U.S. Army overextendenemy received only 11 percent Of
ed, with virtually the entire
500,000-member force preparing to the $13 billion in Marshall Plan
money. Funding for Britain and
go to Iraq, already there or coming
France
was much higher.
back.
Dobbins
believes the United
"They are unavailable for other
States
has
to
begin taking nation
duties," he says.
building
seriously
because these
It's hard to overstate the importance of establishing order, Dobbins operations probably will be a permanent fixture of U.S. foreign polisays, pointing to the lack of securicy.
ty in Afghanistan as a major imped----FICsayS- the problem islystetnic
iment to reconstruction there.
because neither the State nor
"Nothing happens without good
Defense departments regards nation
security," he observes.
building
as a part of its central pur"International investors have to feel
pose.
free to travel the countryside.
"We need people available on
Otherwise they won't invest."
short
notice to staff these operaL. Paul Bremer, the top U.S.
tions,"
Dobbins says. "There has to
official in Iraq, said Tuesday
be an ongoing doctrine on how to
American troops will need to
approach them. It has become an
remain in Iraq until a constitution
inescapable
responsibility, but it's
and a democratic government are in
not
acknowledged.
place.
"We treat each of these as is if it
Dobbins says American patience
were
the first and also treat each as
in Iraq is essential, claiming that
if
it
were
the last."
"no nation-building operation has
succeeded in less than seven years."
George Gedda has coveredforThat's how long postwar reconeign
affairsfor The Associated
struction of Germany took a halfPress since 1968.

Washington Today
security forces to the population
was 18 soldiers for each 1,000
inhabitants. In Kosovo, it was 20
per thousand. In Iraq, it is only
seven.
In the two 13alkan regions, he
notes, there hasn't been a single
postwar U.S. combat death. In Iraq.
as of Monday, the figure was 32
American soldiers killed in hostile
action since Bush declared major
combat operations ended on May I.
-If you go in with heavier force,
you sustain fewer casualties and
you inflict fewer casualties," says
Dobbins, who believes the relatively small coalition troop commitment in Iraq has emboldened antiU.S. militants to resort to violent
tactics.
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld seems to agree that coalition force levels — 147,000 U.S.
personnel and 13,000 from allied
countries — are too low. He said
Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press"
that as many as 30 countries could
be added to the current 19 now
pitching in. Also, he said, the number of Iraqi police should be doubled to about 60,000 in the near
term. Iraqi army manpower is
increasing as well, he pointed out.
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Mike Reagan is the eldest son of
President Ronald Reagan.

Gifts to president are gratefully received
And quickly
carted into storage

Got Something To Say?
Write a Letter to the Editor
.000

Send your letter to P.O. Box 1040, Murray
KY 42071 or fax to 270-753-1927. Please
include address and telephone number and all letters MUST BE SIGNED! Letters should be between 250-350
words in length and we require letters be typed. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or reject any letter
on the basis of length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good
taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Comments
or questions may be directed to Eric Walker, managing editor,
at 753-1916.

By SIOBHAN McDONOUGH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A $1 million painting from Saudi Arabia. An $18,000 pen from the
United Arab Emirates. A $3 jar of fish bait from
Morocco.
These sundry gifts to President Bush from
foreign leaders share little other than the grace
and goodwill with which they were given. But
those gifts and hundreds more share a similar
fate — they barely brush the president's hands
before being carted off, crated and left to gather
dust.
Gift-giving among foreign leaders is as common as a handshake. Much less common is putting those presents to use.
"The ironic twist is that all this money gets
spent on things that no one ever gets to enjoy,"
says Jenny Sternaman, archivist at the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library in Simi Valley.
Sternaman says thousands of gifts are carefully stored. Only a relatively few make it into displays at the presidential libraries: there are simply too many to exhibit.
White House aides log the foreign gifts given
to the president and send them to the National
Archives. There, the gifts are packed up and put
in storage for Bush's future presidential library.

Some are on display in the White House or president's ranch in Texas during his term only.
Gifts given to Bush include wooden stirrups
from Peru, a cowboy hat frcm Canada and a
long-handled ax from the Slovak Republic —
the president likes to clear brush at the ranch. If
he chooses to keep them, he has to disclose the
gifts on financial forms.
The Constitution says the president cannot
accept any foreign present without the consent
of Congress. Congress allows for acceptance if
refusing the gift would probably cause offense
or embarrassment to the giver or to the United
States. That's usually the condition on which the
gifts are accepted.
Generous were some world leaders, showering the president, first lady Laura Bush and others with the $18,000 "Stars and Stripes" Mont
Blanc pen inset with rubies and diamonds on an
American flag pattern. From Italy, there was an
alabaster sculpture of four figures, titled
"Allegory of the Triumph," valued at $30,000
and a wristwatch worth $14,500.
Another pricey gift, from Morocco, was a 17inch knife made of 18-carat gold with diamonds
and rubies on an ivory hilt. Value: $20,000.
British Prime Minister Tony Blair gave Bush
a toiletries bag with the president's initials
embossed in gold on the top ($351).
Russian President Vladimir Putin gave him an
elaborately detailed silver coffee urn with six
matching cups and a platter ($500).
Mexican President Vicente Fox gave Bush a
$300 silver vase. Afghan President Hamid
Karzai gave him a wool and silk rug worth

$4,000.
Bush got a leather-bound reproduction of the
Quran, hand lettered in the 16th century, from
former Turkish Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit in
January 2002($990).
The first family got a $1 million C.M. Russell
oil canvas painting of a native American buffalo
hunt from Saudi Arabian Ambassador Prince
Bandar bin Sultan. The painting is being stored
at the National Archives until a library is built
for Bush.
But it being the thought, not the cost, that
counts, Polish President Aleksander
Kwasniewski gave Bush a paperback book on
beating terrorism — estimated to be worth $30.
Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien gave
Bush a marble base with a wooden pen rest
worth $20, among other gifts.
Mrs. Bush'wasnot left out. The former librarian got many books, including one on astrology
from China, as well as jewelry from Pakistan, a
gold and pink sequined hat from Uzbekistan and
a black silk chiffon scarf from Germany.
Mali's President Alfa Omar Konare presented
Secretary of State Colin Powell with a live ram
as a gift during a trip to Mali. Powell's aides
said it probably would be passed on to a village
or family in Mali.
Bush has given foreign leaders things
American. He has donated cowboy boots, crystal
bowls and rare books and presented thenLithuanian President Valdas Adamkus with a
basketball autographed by former NBA star
Michael Jordan.
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Mrs. Louise Utley
Mrs. Louise Utley. 94. Hardin, died Wednesday, July 16, 2003, at 10:55
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
One son and three brothers all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Irvan Hughes and Edith Miller Hughes.
Mrs. Utley was a member of Hardin Church of Christ.
Survivors include one •daughter, Mrs. Linda Louise Utley Thompson,
Antioch, Tenn.; one son, Dr. L. Thomas Utley, Southhaven, Miss.; six
grandchildren, Garry White, Leslie Paradise, Lindsay White, Andrea Reed,
Nina Smith and Renee Thompson; nine great-grandchildren, Brock Reed,
Loren Reed,Tyler White,Coty White,Tanner Smith, Sarah Paradise, Parker
Thompson, Taylor Thompson and Tyler Bern.
The funeral will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann &
King Funeral Home, Benton. Mark Hurt, Chris Hodges and Gene Gilliland
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Wadesboro Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hardin Church of Christ, 156,
Watkins St., Hardin, KY 42048.

Grateside services tor Mrs. Margaret P. Blalock are today (Thursday)
at II a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. John Dale is officiating.
Pallbearers are Donald Crawford, Terry McClard, Mark McClard,
Don Wells, Robert Blalock and Max Morris. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Blalock, 86. Murray, died Tuesday. July 15. 2003, at 10:15 a.m.
at West View Nursing Home.
She had retired as deputy circuit court clerk of Calloway County and
was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Her husband, James H. Blalock. to whom she was married Oct. 24,
1941, died in May of 1978. One foster brother, the Rev. V.R. Scott, also
preceded her in death. Born July 21, 1916. in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Curt E. Purdom and Audye McAnalley Purdom.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Weisser and husband, Phil, Louisville, and Mrs. Katie Blalock Jull and husband, Mike,
Frankfort...-three granddaughters, Stacey Bucy and Caroline. Bucy,
Louisville, and Melissa Jull, Frankfort; two great-grandchildren; sisterin-law, Mrs. Robbie Blalock, and special friends, Terry, Janice, Mark and
Kristie McClard, all of Murray; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Elizabeth Walker Copeland

Mrs. Elizabeth Walker Copeland, 90, Dasher, Ga., died Wednesday.
July 16, 2003, in Dasher.
Her husband, James Roy Copeland, to whom she was married July 6,
1941, preceded her in death. Born March 21, 1913, in Hazel, she was the
second of six children of the late Charles C. Walker and Azzie E. Walker.
Mrs. Lilela Cope
Mrs. Co
.
peland, an alumnus of Murray State University-retired after
The funeral for Mrs. Lilela Cope will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel 42 years of teaching, beginning in Kentucky, and continuing at Dasher
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Glen Cope and the Rev. Carl Bible School and Pine Grove and Lake Park Elementary Schools in
Lowndes County, Ala. She.was a member of Forrest Park Church of
Butler will officiate. .
Pallbearers will be Randy Brandon, Howard Oakley, Joe Oakley, Gary Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy Copeland Cozort and
Thomas, Randall Burton and Glen Tucker. Burial will follow in the Brooks
husband, Glen D. Miller, one son, James W. Copeland and wife. Martha,
Chapel Cemetery near Dexter.
two grandchildren, Stacy Copeland Cardin and Neal W. Copeland, and
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
two
great-grandchildren, Ashley Elizabeth Cardin and James Hunter
Mrs. Cope,87, St. Rt. 94 East, Murray, died Wednesday, July 16, 2003,
Cardin, all of Alabama; two sisters, Mrs. Nelle W. Scroggins, Clarksville,
at 5:30 a.m. at her hone. Her death followed an illness.
Tenn., and Mrs. Anne W. Brinkley and husband, John W., Hazel; sisterShe was a member of Ledbetter Baptist Church.
in-law, Mrs. Faustine Walker, Murray; brother-in-law. Charles E.
Her husband, Lonnie Cope, died in 1980. One sister, Cordelia Sharp, and
Copeland and wife, Annette. Dasher; 14 nieces and nephews.
two brothers, Troy Boggess and Willie Boggess, also preceded her in death.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in-the-chapel of Carson
Born Aug. 14, 1915, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late McLane Funeral Home. Valdosta, Ga. Burial will follow in the Dasher
Nathaniel Boggess and Mary McDaniel Boggess.
Cemetery.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Betty Brandon, and one son,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Charles Cope, both of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Roy Hornback, Mayfield;
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Central American Missions
two grandchildren; Randy Brandon and wife, Dina, Almo, and Darren Program, c/o Forrest Park Church of Christ.
Brandon, Murray.

Mrs. Robbie S. Venable
Robert Perry (Bob) Moody

Mrs. Robbie S. Venable, 86, Butterworth Road, Murray, died
The funeral for Robert Perry (Bob) Moody will be today (Thursday) at Wednesday. July 16, 2003. at 11:40 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical
3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jeff Elliott Center, Mayfield.
Her husband, Glen F. Venable, died in 1990. Also preceding her in
will officiate. Music will be by Robert Houston, soloist, and Sharion
death
were three sisters, Anna Mae Haneline, Nina Gottileb and Gladys
Pierceall.vianist,_
and three-Vot ers, Dowlone.-s, LOITZ0 Junes and Dewey E.,fories.
-rones,
Pallbearers will be Johnny McDougal,Ben Hendrick, James Dale Miller,
Born
Aug.
31, 1916, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late
Harold Phillips. Joe Young and Jimmy Graham. Burial will follow in the
Edward
and Nettie Myers Jones.
Jones
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Venable was a member of West Fork Baptist Church.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Survivors include one son, Toy N. Venable, Mayfield.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Hospital, P.O. Box
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
1000, Memphis, TN 38148.
Funeral Home. The Rev. Richard Edmiston and the Rev. Heyward
Mr. Moody, 75, Locust Grove Road, Murray, died Tuesday, July 15, Roberts will officiate. Burial will follow in the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
2003, at 9:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
He was employed for 33 years with the former Murray Division of the
Tappan Company and later with Jack Wallis Stained Glass Doors &
Windows. He was a member of Locust Grove Baptist Church and of the
Adult 11 Sunday School Class, where he also taught Sunday School for 33
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
17 Years In Business
years.
Family Owned & Operated
One sister, Hilda Moody, and one brother, Keys Moody, both preceded
(270)674-5530• Melber, KY
him in death. Born Feb. 2, 1928, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son
Erectei hiud.ng Concrete Floors
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
of the late Aaron Gobel Moody and Julia Coy Moody.
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Gurit All Ouakty Mater,,,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ella Irvin Moody,to whom he was marA. 4" concrete floor reinforced
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Johnny, Benton; one son, Cullen Moody and wife, Barbara, and one sister,
C. Polyurethane
K. Seal down shingles
under concrete
Mrs. Juanita Hargis, all of Murray; one brother, Billy Moody and wife,
L. Overhang covered
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Edna, Puryear, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Aaron Cullen Moody, Chris
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door
bottom
Treated
E.
Parker, Jennifer Parker and Justin Parker; three great-grandchildren.
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BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
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If You Need Health Insurance...
and read this!

plates
F. Constr. gr.
studs
G. 7/16" 0.S.B.
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
Deluxe Models w/hardboard siding
ti2 CAR (12x20)
$5525
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$4725
S5925
2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (19x20)
$5,525
LARGE CAR (22x22)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
$6 225
$5,825
56.025 2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
21/2 CAR(24x24)
$6 325
$7.125
LARGE 2 112 CAR(24430)
LARGE 21/2 CAR (24x30)
$6625
$8.375
$7,925
LARGE 3CAR (30x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30c30)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT - CALL US

Questions swirl around driver
of car that careened through
Santa Monica market, killed 9
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
- Authorities were investigating
why an 86-year-old man's car
plowed through a crowded farmers
market, killing nine and injuring up
to 45 others - and whether the
driver was competent to be behind
the wheel in the first place.
Police said Russell Weller told
them he may have hit the gas pedal
instead of the brake Wednesday,
hurling victims into the air as his
car careened down a street closed to
traffic.
"Mr. Weller and his family want
to express their deepest sympathies
to the victims and their families of
the tragic- -accident earlier today,"
. Weller family attorney Jim Bianco
said in a statement Wednesday.
"This was an unintentional and
unfortunate accident."
Eight victims were pronounced
-dead-at the -SCC-ne anda ninth, a 50year-old man, died later at a St.
John's Hospital, spokeswoman
Barbara Bishop said. Fourteen others were critically injured.

Weller was not arrested, but
authorities
were
considering
whether the case was "manslaughter of some type" and investigating
whether he was qualified to drive,
said Police Chief James T. Butts Jr.
"There may be some negligence
as to his capacity to drive safely,"
Butts said, although he added that
Weller, of Santa Monica, has a valid
driver's license.
Weller was taken to a hospital
for a blood test and initial results
found no traces of alcohol or psychoactive drugs such as antidepressants and hall 'nogens.
Mary RoIiy,rho has lived two
doors down from Weller and his
wife for 30 years, said he has never
had any trouble driving and she did
not know of any health problems.
"A more careful, gentle, loving
person you'll never find," said
Roney, who described him as active
in the community, including serving on a library board and tutoring
students at Santa Monica High
School.
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Glaxo.Smith Kline A DR 37.33 - 0.07 UST .................................3496 - 0.05
......................57.02 + 037
21.99. 0.04
Goodrich

Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 710 a.m.-600 p.m. M-F

The Boston-Ewing Investment

Group

64WHIIIIARD LYONS

,I.a,c1 I von,n a market maker ifi tees stock

J. J. B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom-Built - Buy Or Rent To Own!

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides Health Insurance for:
• Individuals
Also:
• Groups
• Life Insurance
•Self-Employed
• Long Term Care Insurance
• Farmers
• Disability Income Insurance
• Dependents
• Medicate Supplements
BELAIR CENTER• MURRAY

•

0. 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2.10 headers
0. 4.4 raised curb

DAMIAN DOVARGANES/AP Photo

SHOOTING ... The body of a victim, right, Iles covered on the
street in front of a car that plowed through a crowded farmers
market in Santa Monica, Calif., Wednesday.

Call Ilatierleillingtea

753-4751 •

'tired, aching legs? Swollen ankles?
get relief with 7obst'D Legwear!

Al.

FS45

REVIVAL

95

129

"A OIPIKIAN JUBILEE"
REv. GREGORY WALDROP', Guest Preacher

GAS BLOWER
13(;55

1599
'

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church

July 20-23, 2003
Meal iit 6:00 pm
Service iL 7:00 pm

GAS
TRIMMER

At)

CHAIN SAW
017

= registered .raderrank ct Beiersdod AG

eaMr
)

Revitalize your legs
✓
V

Help relieve tired legs
Help reduce Swelling
Cornfort, 1-lettith opt...4 Style'
Help relieve the pain of
mild varicose veins
(270)753-8055
improve blood flow in your legs
Outside Murray 800-949-5728

www.southplcd,,,Intgrove.org

STONE-LANG CO.

"Open Hearts. Open Minds. Open Doors."

MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th, Murray
Since 1876- A Name You Can Trust"

6995

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

.577/11._
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LifeHouse making plans
for its annual banquet

Engagements

LifeHouse Care ('enter is once again making
plans for its annual fund-raising banquet, according
to Teressa Hill, client service director.
The first planning committee meeting will be
Thursday, July 24, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at the
LifeHouse, 1506 Chestnut St., Murray.
All persons interested in helping to organize the
fundraiser are asked to attend this meeting or call
753-0700 for further information.

lo's
Datebook

Glory Bound program tonight

Glory Bound Entertainment will feature the group,
Christian Essence, tonight, July 17, from 7 to 9 p.m. at
By Jo Burkeen the Glory Bound Coffee
House, Chestnut Street. Each
Community Editor
one is asked to bring a can of food for Need Line. There
is no admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is
an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist Church. Joe Lawrence.
coordinator, said a taped portion of the program can be heard over Radio
Station WNBS on Saturday, July 19, from 10 to 11 a.m.

Reunion Saturday at Weaks Center
The annual Turner, Pittman and Cook reunion will be Saturday. July 19,
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Weaks Community. A potluck meal will be
served.

Fee Day planned at Murray Elementary
Fee Day for Murray Elementary School will be Tuesday, July 22, from
7:30 a.m. to noon in the gym of the school. The PTO will be selling t-shirts
and yearbooks at this time also. If you have not already registered your child
school year, please stop by the office of Murray
Elementary any day from 7:30 a.m. to3 p.m.

Koym and Gardner

Heltsley and Spence

Lt. Col. Ray and Dr. Darla Koym of Benton announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Gabrielle-Lynn Korn, to David Lee Gardner,son of Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Garner and Mr. and Mrs. Carey Gardner of
Benton.
The wedding will be Saturday. July 26, 2003,at 5 p.m. at Benton Church
of Christ.
A reception will follow at the Hardin Community Center.
All relativ_es_and.friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Heltsley of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching _marriage
their daughter, Melanie Ann Heltsley, to Steven
Allen Spence, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Spence of Paducah.
Miss Heltsley, is the granddaughter of the late Paul and Jennie
Montgomery of Hornbeak, Tenn., and Mrs. Gina Heltsley and the late
Richard Heltsley of White Plains.
Mr. Spence is the grandson of H.A. Salyards of Union City, Tenn., the
late Wanda Salyaids of Clifton Forge, Va.. and Mrs. Eileen Spence and the
late Thomas Spence of Clifton Forge, Va.
The bride-elect is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High School and
a 2002 gradfiate OfViitray State UnlveYstty with-a- bacheloes degiec in
advertising. She is employed by The Paducah Sun.
The groom-elect, a 1996 graduate of Lone Oak High School , is a 2000
graduate with a bachelor's degree in accounting and a 2002 graduate with
a master's degree in business administration, both from Murray State
University. He is an alumnus of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. He is
employed by C.R. Gibson, Nashville, Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 23, 2003, at 2 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Paducah.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Outland
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Outland of Warren, Mich., formerly of Murray, celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary on July 5, 2003.
A dinner, hosted, by their daughter, Mrs. Janice Denison and husband,
Robert, of Utica, Mich.. was held at Randazo's.
The couple was married July 2, 1943, at Dexter.
Two grandchildren are Matt Denison and wife, Cindy, Macomb Twp..
Mich. and Candace Good and husband. Geoff,.Columbus, Mich.
Six great-grandchildren are Cale, Cody and Caitlin Denison and Alish.
Grant and Jardyn Good.

Kids' Cabaret at Playhouse

a

Freddie
Mac Notes

5.00

%*
Yield to
Maturity

'Yield effective 7/15/03,
sublect to availability and price
change Yield and market value
may fluctuate if sold prior
to maturity, and the amount
received from the sale of these
securities may be less than
the amount originally invested.
Freddie Mac notes are not guaranteed by and are not debts or
obligations of the United States
or any federal agency or instrumentality other than Freddie
Mac, nor are they FDIC insured.
Freddie Mac reserves the right
to redeem prior to maturity
These notes are not suitable
for all Investors

Next Call 7/15/07 @100%
Final Maturity 7/15/23

MHS plans registration
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

YARD OF THE MONTH...The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has selected the yard of Dr. and Mrs.
Roy Helton at 1806 College Farm Rd., Murray, as the yard of
the month for July. The department chooses a yard each
month to give credit to the owners for care of their yard.

www.edwardjonea.com

Member SIPC

Murray High School will start registration for the fall semester on
Monday, July 21, for seniors, on Tuesday, July 22, for juniors, and on
Wednesday,July 23 for sophomores, all from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 3 p.m.'.
and on Friday, July 24, for freshmen with names beginning from A to H
from 9 a.m. to noon,and names beginning from Ito Z from 1 to 3 p.m. Fees
are due when students pick up their schedules, a school spokesperson said.
For information call 753-5202.

Barnett reunion on Saturday
Descendants of John and Pocahuntas Barnett will have a reunion on
Saturday, July 19, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Hazel Community Center,
Hazel. A basket dinner will be served about noon.

tow
ilovt Penique's

Hopkins reunion on Sunday
Descendants of the late Stanley Hopkins will have a reunion on Sunday.
July 20, at the Hardin Senior Citizens Center, Hardin. Lunch will be served
at 12:30 p.m. All family members and friends are invited.

Alnico?: Pottery & Iron
Home & Gorden Decor

(

10% OFF

Football Kickoff will be July 22

Good thru August 2, 2003

Murray High School will have its 2003 Football Kickoff on Tuesday,
July 22, at 6 p.m. at MHS cafeteria. All football players, cheerleaders, family and friends are invited.

Any Purchase of Iron, Talavera & Pottery ._
(lif vier. Penn% li•igitrd
767-1,0117

•

New Shipment
Has Antled!

Angels Shop now open on Chestnut
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop is now open for business at its new location
at 972 Chestnut St., between Sammons'Bakery and Pagliai's. The shop will
be open at its new hours from noon to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays.
Volunteers are urgently needed to assist with this community-wide endeavor which benefits the Angels Community Clinic. For more information call
Joan Smith, Angels Attic manager, at 762-0505.

Bethlehem
Church of Christ
Buchanan, Tennessee

JULY 20TH-23RD, 2003

Mineral Wells Package Store

ri

Larry Jackson
305 N. 12th St. Suite B
Murray, KY 42071
753-4217

A family is in need of a baby bed and bassinet. If you have one or both
of these items to donate, please call the Murray City Schools Family
Resource Center at 759-9592.

Murray Preschool Coop is now taking applications for the fall semester
for three, four and five year old children. For more infbrmation contact Joan
Whidden at 767-0512 or.Evelyn Bolin, teacher, at 759-5960.

Call or stop by today.

Serving Individual Investors Since 1871

Angel Alert issued by center

Preschool now taking applications

4t,
OS?EL 11lEe11

Eric Penniston
600 Slain Si.
Murray. KY 42071
753-7401

Murray-Calloway County Park Swimming Pool will be open at the new
hours of 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. for the week of July 21-26, according to Mike
Sykes, pool manager.

"Me and Thee," the program for Twilight Cabaret summer theatre, will
continue with productions through Saturday, July 26. The program is presented Wednesday through Saturday at 8 p.m. at the lodge of Kenlake State
Resort Park. A dinner is offered on Fridays and Saturdays at 6:30 p.m.
Programs will be presented on July17, 18, 19, 23, 24,25 and 26. For dinner
reservations call Shirley Johnson, director, at 436-2399.

•MonitlY income checks

Edwardionei

Park pool changes hours for week

Twilight Cabaret event at Kenlake

THURS. & FRI. 10-6 & SAT. 10-3

•AAA/Aaa rated by Standard & Poor's and Moody's

The show, "A Tuna Christmas" starring Michael Dunnagan and Don
Fleming, will be shown inside the Playhouse in the Park on July 17, 18, 19,
24,25 and 76_a1_7p.m. and _July 20 and 27 at 2 p.m. Durin_g_the course of
this production, Fleming will change the specially-designed costumes more
than 25 times, portraying as many women as men. For information or reservations call 759-1752.

Calloway County Agriculture Development Council will meet tonight,
July 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office, 310 South
4th St., Murray.

623 sough lilt s,. •

•Freddie Mac (Federal Home loan Mortgage
Corporation) is a government-sponsored enterprise

'A Tuna Christmas' at Playhouse

Agriculture Council plans meeting

Playwrights will meet here Monday
The West Kentucky Playwrights including dramas, comedies, plays
will meet Monday. July 21, at 7 p.m. in poetic form and monodramas.
at Playhouse in the Park. Arcadia
Participating playwrights have
Drive. Murray. Work-in-progress by received prestigious grants and
playwrights from Murray and awards, and plays have been proClinton, Ky., will be read and dis- duced at professional, community
cussed.
and university theaters from coast to
The purpose of the group is to coast and border to border.
encourage writers of all ages who
The Playhouse is proud to host
are interested in writing for the the playwrighting group," says
stage. The group meets monthly for Michael Dunnagan, Playhouse in
readings of new work by partici- the Park executive director. "Writers
pants. and plays are revised and re- from near and far are involved.
read as part of the process.
including one from Louisville, and
A series of staged readings of others from McCracken, Graves and
plays that are ready for audience Muhlenberg counties, and elseevaluation will be presented Sept. where from the region."
26-27, through the West Kentucky
For more information, contact
Playwrights Festival.
Ms. Alexander at constancealexanThe Festival, started in 1989. has der0.:tcharter.net or telephone 753produced more than 60 new works 9279.

The Kids' Cabaret, "A Tribute to Broadway," will be presented on the
deck of the Playhouse in the Park on Friday and Saturday, July 18 and 19,
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7 each for the Cabaret and may be purchased by calling the Playhouse at 753-1752.

DISCOUNT PRICES AVAILABLE
Weekend Specials

Richard Bentley, Evangelist - Cary, NC
Times: Sun., July 20th - 10 a.m.-11 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.

Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Mon.-Wed. July 21st-23rd - 7:30 p.m.
•...---iite2a00
•
`

Robby C. Stubblefield - Song Leader

•

908 Mineral Wells Ave. • Paris, TN • 731-642-7788
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Photo provded

CLUB BOARD...Past International Director Yancey Watkins installed the Murray Lions Club
officers for 2003-04 at the annual installation dinner held for over 50 years at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church. Pictured, from left, front row, Buel Stalls, secretary. Ken
Claud, president, Rowina Wilburn, first year director, Bill Furst, outgoing president, Einar
Jenstrom. tail twister, Sarah Kaegi, treasurer; back row, Scott Turner, second vice president,
Ken Purcell, first year director, John Bunnell, membership chairman, Gene Wimberly, second year director, and Errol Sanert, second year director. Not pictured are Tim Hester, first
vice president, David Smart, third vice president, David Ramey, lion tamer; Yancey Watkins,
Darrel McFerron and Doug Crafton, membership committee.

JO BURKEEN/Ledger 8 Times photo
NEW OFFICERS...Barbara Brandon, right, past president of Murray Woman's Club and past
governor of First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, installed the 2003-2004
officers of the Murray Woman's Club. They are, from left, Martha Crafton, president; Pat
Harrington, first vice president; Tracey Bernard, second vice president; Susan O'Neill, corresponding secretary; and Sheree Story, treasurer. Not pictured is Virginia Randolph,
recording secretary.

Quiet time is not always peaceful in the Graves household
Charlie attended a birthday party she'd caught fire. She leapt from
last week. With him out of the
the floor to the window sill in two
house, we decided to buy some
bounds, landing square in the dip
take-out chicken and managing to kick the saucer off
and eat in the
the couch and onto the rug.
living room lisI saved the chicken, but there
tening to the
was dip everywhere and a trail of
quiet.(It doesn't little greasy blue cheese kitty prints
take much to
all over the couch.
amount to a
Some days there just aren't
enough words.
good time
around here.)
I was doing
Tbffunately, James Watt Raine
just fine, thank
didn't have that trouble in 1924
Library
when he wrote his classic,"The
you, minding
News
my own busiLand of Saddle-Bags: A Study of
By Ben Graves ness with a plate the Mountain People of
Calloway County of fried chicken Appalachia."
Public Library on my knee and
This is a facsimile reproduction
Director
a paper saucer
of the original print. That is, the
of-blue cheese
-originattype and paginniion_have
dressing next to me.
been preserved. Raine talks about
Right then the cat, Beelzebub,
everything from work to hospitality
came tearing into the room like
to the need for educational

improvements.
If you are going to talk about
Appalachia, this is one of the books
you really need to read first.
Then there's "Fun With The
Family in Kentucky" by Teresa
Day.
When I read a guide book like
this, I always turn to the section
that I know something about for a
quick reality check.
The section on Western

Kentucky is pretty much the
straight goods and true facts.
However. I do not believe that Ms.
Day has ever been through this end
of the state and certainly has not
tried some of the restaurants_that
are recommended. I've eaten in a
number of these places. Not only
are they not special, some of them
would rate as greasy spoons in the
hand of a less generous diner.
So, all of her eatery recommendations are suspect. Past-that, it's a

really useful book.
"50 Hikes in Kentucky" by
Hiram Rogers seems a much better
bet for exact information. If you
hike_or think that you'd like to find
out more about it, you'll want to
check this one out.
Kenneth Noe's "Perryville: The
Grand Havoc of Battle" is in. Since
the battle was actually in Kentucky,
we put it in the Kentucky section.

But the catalog will pull it up for
you if you're looking of Civil War
material. Now, Perryville is as
scholarly a work as you'll ever run
across. But it's a good story, too.
It's well worth the reading.
"Perryville" may be better scholarship, but "Kentucky Curiosities"
byVince Statin and Liz Baldi is
more fun. Down on this end of the
state they've gotten both later day
in Benton and Hazel day in Hazel.
It's fun reading_

rnittire
o

Don't
Miss
This
Sale!

Walker speaker at
Rotary meeting
Christy Walker was the speaker
at a recent meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at Pagliai's
Restaurant.
Walker spoke about the "Yes"
program at Calloway County
Middle School. This is a schoolto-work mentoring opportunity for
eighth grade students at CCMS.
"This a 'real world' experience
for the students and also shows
them that there is a real reason to
study and learn things like math
and English," Walker said.

Christy Walker

Girl 4'riday
Administrative Assistant

270-767-0278
Specialize in Small Business Development
•Bookkeeping
•Business Consulting
•Payroll
*Sales Analysis
•Part-Time, Temporary •10 Years Experience

PRI7OREEMIE.

This Friday IL
Saturday ONLY.
NO PAYMENT
NO INTEREST TIO1

YEA
R
1 FULL

Fleming is clearing out & making room for
remodeling in the Supercenter and Benton
stores. Phenomenal savings of 10%,20%,

30%,40% even HALF OFF
are being passed along to you!

AUTHORIZED AGENT

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE"
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE -1W - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME
104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

753-3500
Phone Quotes

24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week...
Now In Your Neighborhood

Save On

Recliners!

11FEAME&CW
LL INCORPORATED 11
Oxygen & Medical Equipment
Call And Ask About
Portable Oxygen
Without All The Tanks!
270-762-0602 • 1-866-280-3494
82 SPRUCE ST., SUITE 100, MURRAY

Lam' La-z-bo

Save On

Leather Living R

Bentonoom
store only)

Groups

SAVE 10% TO 50% OFF STOREWIDE!
FLEMING FURNITURE —

ALL WE

Do Is

SAVE

You MONEY!

CUSTOMF n SATiSi ACTIONIs -FRE 01 GOAL OF THE ENTIRE STAFF OF FLEMING FURNITURE!
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Woods loses ball on 1st shot at British
SANDWICH. England (AP) — Tiger
Woods looked like a weekend hacker.
poking through the tall grass in a desperate search for his ball.
Greg Norman looked like it was 1993
all lwer again.
Trying to snap a four-major winless
streak. Woods lost his ball on his very
first shot of the British Open. The world's
greatest player wound up taking a triplebogey 7, already facing a big deficit in
a tournament that had barely started today
:it damp. windy Royal St. George's.
Ever onewas chasing Norman. who
,tour.1..4-uniter par through_ 13 holes on
the same course where he won the •1993
British Open. The Shark eagled No. 4
and continually bailed himself out with
brilliant par saves.
South African Hennie Otto was the
surprise leader among those who had finished, shooting a 3-under 68 in the. first
group of the day. Tom Watson also was
at 3-under until he double-bogeyed 17
and bogeyed 18 for a 71.
Mathias Gronberg of Sweden also was
at 3-under with four holes remaining,
hile Davis Love III posted a 69 despite
a bogey at No: 18.
But all eyes were on WoodS, lacking
a major title for the first time since 1999.
If the • first hole was .any indication, that

But he gave it back with
streak will remain intact.
straight bogeys at 12
two
openhis
pushed
Woods
both times after driv13,
and
ing tee shot into the anklea bunker.
into
ing
deep rough along the right
Els. hoping to
Ernie
About
side of the fairway.
first repeat winthe
become
25 people scoured the grass,
in 20 years,
British
the
at
ner
but they couldn't find the
to tee off in
scheduled
was
ball.
the afternoon on a course
"Did you guys see where
by overnight rain
softened
it went?" Woods asked futileunder a swelbaking
after
ly.
in the week.
earlier
sun
tering
When the five-minute time
feels
certainly
Norman
limit expired, he pulled his
St.
Royal
at
comfortable
driver out of the bag again,
captured
he
where
George's,
unleashed an expletive and
his second British Open title
hopped in a cart .for the
decade ago by shooting a
a
long, lonely ride back to the
64.
final-round
tee.
Shark
48-year-old
The
His next shot — actualtournament
a
won
hasn't
ly, his third after taking a
since 1998 and back probone-stroke penalty — washave limited him to
lems
n't much better, sailing into
PGA Tour events this
two
just
GRANT/AP
ALASTAIR
the same rough where marno
shals were still looking for IRON WILL ... Tom Watson tees off on the third hole dur- year. But he was feeling
scrambegan,
play
as
pain
the first ball.
ing the first round of the British Open today at Royal St.
bling all over the course to
This time, Woods didn't George's golf course in Sandwich. England.
keep his score low.
have any trouble locating the
after burying a shot in thick
8,
No.
At
bogey
triple
a
for
in
tapped
ball, but all he could do was hack it short. He
the name on his ball was
to
only
muttering
rough,
green
the
off
walked
and
through the fairway, winding up near
a flop shot barely cleared
But
visible.
himself.
side.
left
the
on
cables
television
some
rolled to within 8 feet of
d
an
with
ridge
himsh'
the
settle
to
Woods managed
Woods finally reached the green with
spun all the way around
putt
The
1-over.
flag.
to
the
getting
birdies,
of
couple
a
a wedge, but an 18-foot putt came up

the rim before dropping in to save par.
Watson, the 53-year-old five-time British
champion and last back-to-back winner,
got off to another strong start in a major
with an 18-foot birdie at No. I.
He picked up another birdie at the
par-5 fourth, chipping to 4 feet from
behind the green and making the p .
Coming in, though, Watson resemble.
the golfer who has made the British cut
only once in the last five yaws. Two
errant drives left him with a 71.
"That was an ugly finish," he said.
"You've got to put it in play on those
two holes. I didn't and I paid the price."
Last month, Watson shot a 65 in the
first round of the U.S. Open, accompanied by his longtime caddie, Bruce
Edwards, who has been diagnosed with
deadly Lou Gehrig's disease.
Edwards did not make the trip to England with Watson after helping him to
consecutive second-place finishes in the
U.S. Senior Open and Senior Players
Championship.
"Bruce's spirit is with me," Watson
said. "He has a terrible disease. It's hurting him more and more, and he couldn't make the trip because of it. But he's
here in spirit. A couple of times out
there, I was thinking, 'How would Bruce
read this putt?' It helped me."

Bryant case awaits DA's decision
EAGLE, Colo. (AP) — The county district attorney said Wednesday he had not
decided whether to file criminal charges against
Los Angeles Lakers star Kobe Bryant, who
has been accused of sexually assaulting a
woman.
District—Attorney Mark Iturlbert said he
probably won't announce his decision before
Friday or early next week. "We're still look,
ing at the evidence and gathering the facts,"
Hurlbert said.
Bryant was arrested July 4 on allegations
he sexually assaulted the 19-year-old woman
June 30 at the Lodge & Spa at Cordillera in
nearby Edwards.
An attorney for the five-time NBA AllStar has said Bryant is innocent, and that he
was in Colorado for knee surgery at a Vail
clinic. In a brief interview with the Los Angeles Times. Bryant said he "would never do
something _like that."

Bryant attended the ESPY Awards in Los
Angeles on Wednesday night, but avoided the
media in his first public appearance since his
arrest. He sat in the audience smiling and
laughing with his wife, Vanessa. He was nominated for two awards.
A judge ordered all -records—in- -the ease
sealed at the request of the sheriff's office.
A_hearing was scheduled for today on a
request from the Vail Daily and other newspapers to force Eagle County authoritiei to
explain why law-enforcement dispatch records
to the victim's home over the -last year are
being withheld.
In this mountain town about 100 miles
west of Denver, the case has caused quite a
stir.
Janelle Medina, 19, tools about town in
her maroon Subaru Legacy sedan with "8
Lakers!!" and "Kobe is innocent" painted on
the windows.

"People think they're going to sit around
and voice their opinions. Well I'm going to
voice -Myopinions, too, on my car," Medina
said.
Dozens of journalists from around the country stream through the middle-class cul-de-sac
where the woman lives with her parents. Television satellite trucks are parked outside the
county justice center, which houses both the
district attorney's office and-atielheer s o ice.
Pedro Maldonado, a waiter and bartender
at a Mexican restaurant, said the captive audience has helped business.
"You can never have too many tourists,"
he said.
While Glenn Lowe, the manager of the town's
Best Western, appreciates the extra business,
he's still sad to see it in his back yard.
"I think it's unfortunate for all those involved.
The negativity of the circumstances are not
i reflection of the area," he said.

Yankees acquire Benitez Twins get

BACK IN THE SADDLE AGAIN ... Two-time MVP Tim Duncan reportedly signed a seven-year contract Wednesday to
stay with the NBA champion San Antonio Spurs.

Duncan to stay
in San Antonio
S AN A TONIO (AP) — Tim
Duncan signed a long-term deal
‘‘ednesday to remain with the
NB A champion San Antonio Spurs.
ho also got the two-time league
i‘ P some help to fill the void
lett h DaN id Robinson's retirement.
Duncan reportedly received a
S I 22 million. seven-year deal
thc largest allowed under the NBA's
illective bargaining agreement.
Spurs general manager R.C. Buford
• declined to confirm details of the
(..,ntratt.
ed free
4n44#1110- -41140NesRasho
center
arent 7-foot
levy\ ic to a reported $42 million.
six-)car deal. Wednesday was the
I irst day that free_ agetitçcjuJt
sign contracts.
Duncan didn't attend the news
conference and wasn't immediately asailable for comment.
Duncan became a free agent
when he decided June 30 not to
exercise a player option in his
contract for 2003-04, but never
considered leaving the Spurs.
His last contract. signed in the
hummer .of 2000, was a three-year
deal valued at $32.6 million. He
would have made $13.3 million

if he had accepted the fourth-year
option.
In six NBA seasons, the 27year-old Duncan has averaged 22.9
points. 12.3 rebounds and 2.5 blocks
a game. He averaged 24.7 points
and 15.4 rebounds per game in
the NBA playoffs. which culminated with the Spurs winning the
championship in six games over
the New Jersey Nets.
San Antonio originally set its
sights on Jason Kidd of the Nets
and Alonzo Mourning of the Miami
I.D.m RutJudd derided to stay
in New Jersey, and Mourning also
went there.
Buford said Duncan didn't want
_the_Spurs to sign Kidd at the
expense of adding another big
man.
Nesterovic is the expected
replacement for Robinson. Buford
said the player from Slovenia gives
Duncan a "new friend" in a system built on having two big men.
"If you've seen his career in
the last five years, you have to
be pleased with his progress."
Buford said.
Nesterovic averaged 11.2 points
and 6.5 rebounds last season.

NEW YORK (AP) — If
Armando Benitez thinks Mets'
fans were tough, wait until he
blows a save and has to deal
with George Steinbrenner.
Benitez, the Mets' closer since
1999 and the team's only AllStar this year, was dealt across
town Wednesday and will become
the setup man for Mariano Rivera.
The Yankees will pay the
remainder of Benitez's $6.75 million salary this year, which comes
to $2,729,508, plus $456,434 in
additional luxury tax. The Mets
get right-handed pitchers Jason
Anderson, Anderson Garcia and
Ryan Bicondoa.
Benitez became the target of
boos at Shea Stadium, blamed
for his central role in the team's
collapse.
"I know in this town some
failures get magnified and talked
about," Yankees general manager
Brian Cashman said. "I think a
change of scenery will do him
Armando has the opporgood

season, is 3-3 with a 3.10 ERA
in 45 games this season, blowing seven of his 28 save chances.
Benitez, who has 197 career saves
with Baltimore and the Mets, told
Cashman he's willing to become
a setup man.
"If there's an ego there, he's
going to check it at the door."
Cashman said. "He's willing to
make the adjustment here for a
short period of time."
The Yankees lead Boston by
two games in the AL East. While
Rivera has converted 16 of 17
save chances, the rest of the
bullpen has been shaky in the
absence of injured Steve Karsay.
Juan Acevedo was released
after struggling, and Antonio
Osuna was sidelined from June
14 until last weekend by a strained
groin. Chris Hammond, who
replaced Mike Stanton as the top
left-hander in the bullpen. has
been inconsistent. Stanton, unwanted by the Yankees, signed with
the Mets.

Stewart
for [Gay

MINNEAPOLIS(AP) — The
slumping Minnesota Twins are
looking for a spark to jump
start the second half of the season. They hope outfielder Shannon Stewart can provide it.
The Twins acquired Stewart
and a player to be named from
the Toronto Blue Jays on
Wednesday for. outfielder Bobby
Kielty.
Armando Benitez
"It's time we start shaking
tunity to show the New .York scene
this ballclub up to see if we
he can be successful in tough
can get it going in the right
spots. like he has been most of
direction," general manager
the time with the Mets. ArmanTerry Ryan said.
do has a fresh start to prove
4 Minnesota has lost 22 of 28
here, in the same city, that some
games and dropped to third place
of this stuff might be more
in the AL Central — 7 1/2
overblown than it is."
games behind Kansas City. Last
The 30-year-old right-hander,
season, the Twins won the divieligible for free agency after the
sion and advanced to the AL
Championship Series.
The Blue Jays will pick up
the remainder of Stewart's $6.2
million salary, and the Twins
will play the rest of Kielty's
$325,000 contract.
"I had heard some things
that maybe 1 would be traded
NARBONNE., France (AP) — wenty -one secbut you don't really ever expect
onds. The slim margin that Lance Armstrong has
it, but when it happens you're
as he embarks on the second half of the Tour
in shock," Kielty said. "I won't
de France is raising questions about whether he
really know until I put on a
can win a record-tying fifth title.
different uniform."
After 11 days of racing, he has just 10 more
Minnesota's biggest problem
to put his usual stranglehold on cycling's premier
of late has been starting pitchevent. While he has the overall lead after three
ing, but the offense has man_grueling days in the Alps, the 3I-year-old Texan
aged at least four runs in only
needs to do well in the Pyrenees to keep rivals
four of the last 13 games.
at bay.
Stewart was hitting .294 with
Alexandre Vinokourov is just 21 seconds behind.
47 runs, seven homers and 35
"It's perhaps the first time in four years where
RBIs as Toronto's leadoff hitcoming out of the Alps he's left a glimmer of
ter and left fielder. He missed
hope," said Christophe Moreau. the top French
almost a month earlier this searider so far, 12th overall.
son with a strained hamstring.
"It's not what we expected. Maybe he'll delivThe right-handed hitting
er a knockout blow in the Pyrenees or be knocked
Stewart will play right field
'out himself."
and likely bat leadoff — allowWednesday was a rest day for the 171 riders
ing the Twins to move left
still in the race.
fielder Jacque Jones down to
CHRISTOPHE ENA/AP
Armstrong's next big day comes Friday with Tour de France leader Lance Armstrong, left,
an RBI spot and take turns as
individual time trials where riders race against the
the designated hitter. Jones is
he poses with movie
as
spectators
to
waves
clock. Armstrong, a .bronze medalist in the event
on the disabled list with a
r prior to the 11th
in the 2000 Olympic Games, has already scouted star Arnold Schwarzenegge
strained groin.
stage of the race today in Toulouse.
the hilly 29.1-mile course.

Armstrong aims to pad lead,
keep Tour challengers at bay
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Estrada
homers
in AAA
showcase

OCODIEDO ADD
SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

aymg too much for
Home Insurance?

P

-

c]all me today for a FREE quote.
832-1032 • 1702 I1A'N

121

PAM • MURRAY, KY

KFIneurrey.ceins
e- mail: stuart_aleannderWiketbilis.corn

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)— JohnAMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
ny Estrada of the Richmond Braves
East Division
East Division
hits
and
three
among
had a homer
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
W
36 613
57
New York
drove in three runs Wednesday
61
32 656 Atlanta
2
591
38
55
8 1/2
Boston
40 565
52
Philadelphia
night to lead the International
49
9
46
516
Toronto
521 12 1/2
45
49
Montreal
the
over
League to a 13-9 victory
50 451
41
15
Baltimore
516 13
49
46
Florida
Pacific Coast League in the AAA
348 24 1
60
32
Tampa Bay
53 430 21
40
New York
Central Division
Central Division
All-Star game.
554
41
51
Kansas City
532 50
44
Houston
Estrada had a single, double
7
49 479
45
1
Chicago
45
521
49
St Louis
and homer as the IL snapped a
7 I
49 473
44
Minnesota
3
47
500
47
Chicago
11
53 436
41
Cleveland
four-game losing streak in the annu6 1/2
50 462
43
Cincinnati
272 26
67
25
Detroit
7 1/2
41
50 451
Pittsburgh
al contest.
398 12 1/2
56
37
Milwaukee
The game was a slugfest from
West Division
West Division
-the start with 26 hits — includ- San Francisco 57 37 606
35 624
58
Seattle
4
581
39
54
Oakland
5
42 553
52
ing six home runs. The 22 runs
Arizona
8 12.
49
43 533
Anaheim
7 1/2
the
527
44
captured
49
Angeles
team
softball
Los
-and-under
16
girls'
MTXE
Murray
eclipsThe
AAA
a
All-Star
record,
set
...
BORDER PATROL
55 409 20
38
8 112
Texas
515
47
50
Colorado
ing the 17 in 1993. The IL scored
second-place trophy at the Delta Border Wars Tournament June 28-29 in Martin, Tenn.
365 23
61
35
San Diego
Kelli
in all but one of the first seven
Team members are (first row, from left) Jill Massey, Whitney Smith, Lisa Thurman,
Today's Games
Today's Games
including three runs each
innings,
Carpenter,
Kaci
Seay,
Emily
Snow,
Megan
row)
(second
Thurman,
Samantha
Voorhies,
Toronto (Halladay 13-2) at Boston (Lowe
Arizona (Schilling 4-4) at San Diego (Peavy
sixth.
and
fifth
the
in
fourth,
coaches
10-3), 8:05 p.m
8-7), 405 p.m.
Breanna Volp, Jordan Huston, Jessica Pickard, Katie Wagoner and (third row)
Estrada, the game's MVP, had
Anaheim (Re. Ortiz 11-6) at Baltimore (Lopez
Milwaukee (Sheets 7-7) at Pittsburgh (BenCotham.
Steve
and
Snow
Dave
2-5), 6:05 p.m.
son 5-8), 6:05 p.m.
plenty of help from the IL. Both
Cleveland (Sabathia 8-4) at N Y Yankees
Montreal (Ohka 7-9) at Philadelphia (MillLou Collier of Pawtucket and
(Pettitte 11-6), 605 p.m
wood 10-6), 6:05 p.m.
teammate Anton French had a
Texas(Thomson 6-9)at Tampa Bay (Kennedy
Houston (Robertson 8-3) at Cincinnati (P.
3-5). 6:15 p.m.
homer among three hits.
Wilson 5-6), 610 p.m.
Oakland (HudsOn 7-3) at Minnesota (Reed
N.Y. Mets (Trachsei 8-6) at Atlanta (MadCollier's, a two-run shot, came
4-9), 7:05 p.m.
7-8), 635 p.m.
in the sixth. French's closed out dux
Seattle (Garcia 9-8) at Kansas City (Lima
St. Louis (Stephenson 4-9) at Los Angeles
ninth.
the
of
the scoring in the top
work
things
But
months.
5-0). 7:05 pm.
few
last
p.m.
9.10
9-8).
(Nomo
Staff Report
Detroit (Maroth 4-13) at Chicago White Sox
Colorado (Jennings 9-6) at San Francisco
No PCL player had more than
out the way they're supposed to,"
Murray Ledger & Times
(Colon 6-8), 7:05 pm
(Moss 7-6), 9:15 p.m.
one
hit.
5-25
a
had
who
McCorkle,
said
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — Twoat UTM.
time National Colegiate Coach of at West Alabama, formerly Li‘ - record in three seasons
against
0-16
were
Skyhawks
His
1985-90,
from
College,
ingston
selectwas
the Year Patrick Farmer
opponents
Conference
Valley
Ohio
ed as the new head women's soc- and played center for Livingston
before McCorkle was fired with
cer coach at Tennessee Tech from 1970-72.
games remaining in the 2002
four
the
at
degrees
two
earned
He
Wednesday,-according to the website of The Cookeville Herald-Cit. school, and will complete courses season.
"I thought we could do some
to renew his teacher certification
_izen.
-hem -and we were close to
-things
.
UT-Marlin
at
Friday
A former head coach at Penn
it -around," McCorkle said.
turning
few
a
disappointed
real
got
"I
with
and
College
State and Ithaca
behind me now."
that's
the New York Power of the WUSA, times during the job search the "But
Farmer led his teams at Penn State
1224 W. Wood St.• Hwy.54 & 69 • Paris, TN • 731-642-7714
and Ithaca to the NCAA TournaUNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
ment 13 times 1n14 years, including five trips Co the Fina—Four.
WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6
Farmer was named the Nationuf tl,cYear-inboth Divial
sion I and Division III. His Ithaca teams won NCAA Division III
Includes Green Fee & Cart %
national championships in 1990
233-57a
has
he
and 1991, and
Per Person, Starting at 5:30 p.m. 1-31 record as a collegiate coach.
"It's obvious that Patrick Farmer
11
Offer Good Monday-Friday
understands how to develop highly successful programs both ath1.75 L
(Not Valid With Any Other Coupon)
1.75 L
letically and academically," said
Mike Hennigan, Tennessee Tech's
interim athletic director. "We had
Hwy. 280
a very good pool of candidates,
‘
41
OH Hwy. 94E
and Patrick Farmer was clearly
OPEN
KY
Murray,
best
the
and
qualified
most
the
YEAR
choice."
ROUNDA
(290) 762-2238
• Having led New York to a thirdMurray State University
the
in
spot
place finish and a
WUSA semifinals in 2001, the
soccer
professional
women's
league's first season, Farmer
replaces Greg Stone, who resigned
in May.
"l'ol excited to be going to a
program that has done well over
the past few years, and I like the
challenge to continue building on
what coach Stone has done," Farmer
said.
McCorkle finds work
MARTIN, Tenn. — More than'
eight months after being fired at
Tennessee-Martin, former Skyhawk
head football coach Sam McCorkle
found a job at West Alabama,
according to the The Jackson
(Tenn.) Sun website.
McCorkle will coach rovers and
"MCCH has a rich tradition of excellence
be a fund-raiser for the athletic
department for the NCAA Division II school in Livingston, Ala.,
begun by physicians and community leaders
that competes in the Gulf South
Conference.
McCorkle was the head coach
gat hospital.

Tech names soccer coach
OVC Report

West Wood Wines
and Liquors

# 9 HOLE SPECIAL

Cruzan Rum Sale

$1Q

MILLER
ILF
COURSE

AIM

Light & Dark
Aged For 2 Years

Flavored Rums
Orange, Banana, Coconut,
Vanilla, Pineapple, Mango

$16.99

$17.99

COME SEE THE LARGEST LIQUOR SHOWROOM
& SELECTION IN WEST TENN.

SECOND-TO-NONE PEOPLE DESERVE
SECOND-TO-NONE HEALTHCARE.

who were committed to being a

SportsBriefs
• The second annual Basketball
Boot Camp for boys in grades P3-P5
will be held July 26 from 8:30-11 a.m.
and Aug. 2 and Aug. 9 from 9-11 a.m.
at the First United Methodist Family
Life Center on the corner of Fifth and
Maple streets in downtown Murray.
Participants are asked to use the rear
entrance to the gym.
The event, sponsored by First Christian Church. will be directed by Dr.
Mike Ridley and Dr. Mark Arnett, who
will guide the kids through the basics
of basketball.
There are no fees to participate in
the camp. Registration will be held at
the :July 26 camp. For more information, call. Ridley at 559-1963.

Follow
your
favorite
teams in
the Ledger
& Times

We need to continue that tradition. Because
the people of Murray and Calloway County
expect it, and because they deserve it."
Don Chamberlain
CHAIRMAN OF THE ACCOL tirnm., DEPARTMENT
PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTING
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
MCCH BOARD CHAIRMAN

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcarr new places
803 POPLAR STREET

•

MURRAY

• (270) 762-1100

www.murrayhospital.org
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Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
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Firewood
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Business Rentals
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Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
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Pets & Supplies
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Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
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440
445
450
455
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480
485
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495
500
510
520
530
560
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
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Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV $
Auto Parts
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Used Cars
Vans
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Campers
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010

050

010
Legal
Notice

SHERIFFS NOTICE OF SALE
The following described tangible personal
property of Martha Christie under Orders of
the Calloway District Court, Civil Action 96C-00343, shall be sold on the 6th day of
August, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 am
C.S.T., at the south Courthouse door in
Murray, Kentucky, all sales being for cash on
the date of sale.
These items will be sold to satisfy a
Judgment in the amount of $3,232.39 with
interest at the rate of 14.61% per annum
from February 28, 1995 until paid, together
with Court costs incurred and hereafter
incurred.
The items to be sold are as follows:
1.82 pieces of a 17-place setting of Noritake
china
2. 52 pieces of an 8-place setting of silverware, believed 1849
3. One (1) 17-piece silver tea service

4. Three (3) pieces of Pfaltzgraff stoneware
SIGNED, this the 14 day of July 2003.
Larry Roberts, Sheriff
Calloway County, Kentucky

III•NitS

C %MO Mr

To thank you for kindness at a time
when we needed it, for visiting the
funeral home, coming to the funeral.
Thanks to 1.H. Churchill Funeral
Home staff. to Allen Martin for leading the singing. John Dale for appropriate words spoken. A special thanks
to West View Nursing Home for many
years of care. Alice could not have
received better, thank you.
Family of Alice Herndon

020

020
Notice

Notice

SWEET CORN
Futrell Farm, AB Lassiter Road
will begin harvesting on or about
July 15th (weather permitting).
3 miles east of Murray (watch for sign
on 280) past East School.
Call 753-8848 before 8 p.m.
to inquire. Open 7:30 am - 7:30 pm
6 varieties of corn
Some available before 15th

060
Lost and Found

Legal
Notice

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call. we II
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

pulpwood clear cut only
759-8536

Lost and Found

BLUEBERRIES U-Pick
$t 25/1b 8 miles north of
Murray. KY next to Dexter
Hardin Methodist Church
on Highway #1824 it s old
641 Open evenings
270-753-0289 after 5pm

BLACKANHITE bobtail cat,
female, last seen near
Jones Sparkman Rd. 7594141 (animal shelter) or
759-0175(home)

COPELAND ORCHARDS
PEACHES nectannes.tomatoes and vegetables
270-623-8312

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

LOST black lab wearing
blue old navy collar lost in
Roosevelt Rd area 4374785
LOST bobtail calf 8 cow
Hickory Grove Rd area
(270)753-0593 or 5593587

-e•
Hi.Ciessifimls.
wk/044-.1

L..

NOW HIRING

Help Wanted
ALLERGY and Asthma
Clinic has an opening for
LPN position 3-4 days a
week Send resume to Allergy and Asthma Clinic of
West Ky 2957 U S Hwy
641N Murray Ky 42071
Faxes will be excepted
270-759-1215

FULL-TIME Position open
to honest, dependable,energetic person needed to
fill courier position with local company must have
dependable transport ion
and be able to work out of
town for more detail & interview call 362-7656

Green Acres Health Care is currently hiring for the
following positions:
ITN/RN-

2P-10P Full Time
_
6P-6A Weekend Position Work 12 hrs. get pd. for lb hrs.

CNA

2P-10P Full Time
10P-6A Full Time

All full time positions receive health, dental, vision
ii'td1ifrmnswanic.4ttlK: 2
-vacation, pd.
holidays, personal days and shift differentials.
Anyone interested in joining,the Green Acres team
can apply in person.
402 West Farthing St.
Ma,field, KY 42066

LECTURER. Department of Social Work. Criminal Justice and
Gerontology, Murray State University. One year appointment to
begin August 15, 2003. Qualifications: Master's degree in criminal
justice or related field required. Ph.D. and previous teaching
experience at college level preferred. Responsibilities: Teach
criminal justice classes and advise students. Must take a leadership role in building the Criminal Justice Program at Murray State
University's Hopkinsville campus. Application Deadline: July 25,
2003. To Apply: Send letter of application, vita, and names and
addresses of three references to Criminal Justice Search,
Department of Social Work, Criminal Justice and Gerontology,
Murray State University, 101 S. Oakley Applied Science, Murray,
KY 42071-3341 or e-mail to paullucko@murraystate.edu.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity
M/F/D, AA employer.

NOTICE
The city. of Murray has the following job opportunity:
Position:

Equipment Operator III

Responsibilities:

Proficient in operation of
heavy equipment - backhoe.
bulldozer, front-end loader.
heavy trucks and similar
equipment

Minimum Requirements:

Salary and Benefits:

Nlurray Street Department
Must possess Class A
Commercial Drivers license
REQUIRED. Tanker
endorsement in addition
preferred.
Must possess a high school
diploma or G.E.D.
Minimum salary for the
position $9.65 per hour
(depending on (raining_and
experience) plus benefits.
City of Murray benefit
package includes health
insurance, life insurance,
retirement plan. longevity
. pay. wellness plan, sick,
vacation and personal days.

Job 41-F41th-144-0ns and lull jot) descriptions for the above listed
position are a‘ailable at the City Clefk's office located in City
Hall at 104 N. 5th Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071. If you have
any questions concerning this position, please contact the
Personnel Office at 270-762-0353
Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. Monday. July 21, 2003.

Drug ,,creening will he required of successful applicant.

0rr

EDGER01.11MES
1270)7534916

Join the Team

060

HAS MOVED!!

OSO

060
Help Wanted

We are a progressive multi-unit KFC franchise with over 40
Immediate full and part time positions available We are in need ot
ears of proven success in the restaurant business. We are seeking
Managers, Assistant Managers, Shift Supervisors & Team Members
qualified supervisory and management candidates. We have
immediate openings in the Mayfield/Murray.
• Competitive Salary
• Bonus Compensation
•`,tarting Salm) 525k -535K
• Drug Free Workplace
• Paid vacations
• Background Screenings
idepending on expenencel
• Dentatlnsurance Mailable
• Promotions From Within
•44)1 I( with up to 25"„ nod,
• Blue cross Blue Shield lnsurarkti • 401K with up to 25% match
• Drug Free Workplace
• raid Vacations
• Flexible Hours
• Bonus Compensation
• PnNirirtion Drug Canl
• Background Screenutg
ApplitallORS
If no applications are available call or
wadable at
Send Resumes to Phillip Marshall KFC
write: KFC • PO Box 40250
me tomer
PO Box 40250 Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404 • 205-553-8621
205-553-8621 • marshall@jmildc.com
marshalliVimfkfc.esom

Department:

33 acres hardwood timber

060
Help Wanted

"It's a Great Place To Work" says the Colonel. "It's a Great Place To
Work" says the Colonel.

Best Corn/Best Prices
Open Approx. 2 Weeks

519A South 12th
Street
Next to Days Inn
753-4821

060
Help Wanted

Join the Team

$1.75 dozen over 100 dozen $1.25

The Book Rock

060
Help Wanted

The City of Murras is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray
NO PRONE CALLS PLEASE

$2,000.00
SIGN-ON BONUS!!!

Help Wanted
PARISH Coordinator, St
John Episcopal Church
Part-time position hours to
be arranged. Would manage small office, publish
worship
bulletins and
monthly newsletter using
desktop publishing software; handle mailings, ordering and billing; and do
computerized bookkeeping/record keeping. Must
be good at meeting public
and carrying out responsiblilites with minimum supervision. Send resume,
names of 3 references to
St.
John's
Episopal
Church 6620 Main St.
Murray. Ky 42071

For Murray Area
Call Today'

270-767-1199

Steaks and Spirits
Est. 2001
NOW HIRING
Managers, Servers and Kitchen help.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
nday thru Friday, 2-4 p.;_ir•-#

MAINTEAUDIO-VISUAL INSTAL- ELEVATOR
LATION TECH experi- NANCE TECHNICIAN A.
enced in sound. video, Full-time. benefits. High
electronics, electrical, or school graduate, five years
carpentry preferred Some in elevator trade and/or
travel required. Must be electronics, electrical, or
skilled, well communicat- mechanical experience reed, honest, and hard work- quired. Must have valid
ing. Send resume with ref- driver's license Salary
erences to
Lowrance $10.07 per hour. Apply at:
Sound Company, 2132 Human Resources, Murray
University. 404
Nailing Dr. Union City, TN State
Sparks Hall, Murray Ky,
38261
42071-3312. Woman/miCDL Driver, backhoe oper- norities encouraged to apator, laborer. For septic in- ply. EEO, M/F/D, AA emstallation and waterproof- ployer.
ing. 270-759-1515
LOCAL Construction ComCHEROKEE Hill Steak
pany seeds hands on suhouse now accepting apperintendent to oversee
plications for cook, waitcommercial & industrial
ress, hostess. Call Tuesprojects in Northwest TN &
between
Sat.
11-3, 436Western KY area Salary
5566
bated on experience,
DRIVER/OWNER opera- 401K offered Fax retors, Barley getting by'? sumes to 731-479-2649 or
We have plenty miles, mail to McKinney Conbenefits, and great sign on struction Co , Inc 317
bonus. No up front money, East State Line, South Fulno loading/unloading, no ton, TN 38257 NO Phone
forced NE/Canada Fleets Calls Pleasell
welcome $1500 sign on MAINTENANCE
Position
bonus. $500 upon 1st dis- A Maintenance
position for
patch (limited time only).
a health care facility is now
Earn 82 cpm/all miles. available
Experience in
lyr OTR exp , 23 yrs old. Electrical
and Plumbing is
Class A CDL w/HazMat required
Please submit
req Stop worrying about
resume to administrator
your future, sign on today', PO
Box 325 Mayfield, KY
1-800-848-0405,
PTL, 42066 Resume's will
be
Company drivers welaccepted
through
come 1 yr OTR req
07/25/03 EOE
EARLY childcare learning
centers seeking professionals to guide children ages
birth thru after school
Child development knowledge required Apply at
logs 15th St
NURSERY attendant for
small church Sundays 912 am and some occasional special events
Please call 767-9796 or
753-6908

PICK
THE
BEST
Better People,
Opportunities.

Better

Papa John's delivers
the perfect pizza and
the perfect opportunity

for dynamic individuals. We are the fastest
growing pizza company
in America and currently seek the following
full-time individual:
SHIFT LEADER
Our employees enjoy:
flexible schedules: biweekly paychecks, a tun
work environment, the
potential for advancement, pizza discounts,
comprehensive training.
401(k).

Paducahs hottest new restaurant NICK'S Family
Sports Pub of Paducah is
expanding to
Murray.
Looking for ono,op.-LLED
CANCE

120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

CALLOWAY County Pictorial History. Great Idea for
Reunions Call 753-71370
GOOD Hay, round rolls.
$1500 753-5490
LOCAL Network Channels
It you have a Dish Network
satellite system & want to
receive your local Paducah, Harrisburg & Cape
Girardeau channels, call us for an upgrade. Call
759-0901 or 877-7264077.
MOVING Sale-sofas, loveseat, table w/chairs, coffee
& end tables, lawnmower,
refrigerator, TV, 88 Beretta
767-9527
PADUCAH Locals Now
Available on Dish Network
Two room satellites system free, installed free.
America's Top 100 channels. 8 HBO & 5 Cinemax
free for 3 months. Call
759-0901 or 877-7264077 for all the details.
QUEEN size sleeper sofa,
neutral tones $250, Computer w/monitor & printer,
Sears 2002 Riding lawnmower $950. 8 place setting antique China w/serving pieces $3500, 12 place
setting fairmont by Nortaki
w/serving pieces $5000
759-1768
STRAW for sale $2 a
bale 489-2436 if no answer leave message
155

Apply now at:

Appliances

Papa John's
656 N. 12th St.,
Murray, KY.
No Phone Calls Please

USED air conditioners dif
ferent sizes. 753-8733 or
903-5573

Kr lit r IrtgrctlIcnr.
ficttt r

http//www papajohns com
090
Domestic & Childcare
A-1 House Cleaning Cal
Linda 759-9553
EXPERIENCED Will
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters,
floors, windows. etc
Valerie 436-5914

MEDICAL secretary, entry
level, full-time. Typed resumes only Box 1040-S,
Murray Ky 42071
WANTED full-time carpenter Year round employment Must have minimum
of 10 yrs experience in all
phases of carpentry Salary commensurate with
experience Paid vacation
and benefits Must have
valid driver's license and
be able to provide references Call 270-759-8936 to
schedule interview

Business
Opportunity

CASH paid for
PRODUCTION worker to
good, used guns.
operate commercial mail
Benson Sporting Goods,
processing
equipment.
519 S. 12th. Murray
Flexible hours, 24 to 40
hours per week. Driving ELECTRIC
heaters, air
and lifting is required. Ba- conditioners,
used carpetsic computer skills helpful. ing, refrigerators
and
Must have mechanical apStoves. 753-4109
titude to perform minor re150
pair and maintenance on
Articles
equipment. Willingness to
For Sale
work hard a Must. Apply in
person at Automated diSTORAGE
rect mail Inc., 87 Spruce
wood painted, windows,
Street, Suite B Murray,
carpet, 2 yrs old. $1000
KY.
Call 270-210-8339

For RN'S!!!! Are you looking for an exciting career in geriatric nursing?
Britthaven of Benton is the place for
you. We offer excellent benefits along
with the opportunity for professional
growth-Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton, Hwy 641 S. Benton, KY 42025.
EOE/AAE

j
rrillE BULL PEN

100

BEDS, electric adjustable,
Flex-A-Bed brand, two
twin size extra long, #350
each, $600 for both. Will
deliver. 436-5610
OAK cocktail table, oak
end table, pecan console
table with marble top, and
natural gas logs Call 7539693

Ledger a Times _I
Classifieds

270-753-1916

1

EWAN'
.
Get started with the
Eiiiploy meat %venal oi
the(iassifjed.
Illon't spend another yea'
%Oh a job that doesn't
make 1.0u

The Murray Ledger & Times
a

Call

C'LASS1FIEDS
753-1916 for more inforrnation.

ESTATE AUCTION

Homes For Sale

Sat., July 19, 2003• 10 a.m.
Secretary chair - nice table lamps - floor lamp - cookbooks - paperback books Whirlpool for bath tub - nice pictures - swivel rocker - 4 piece queen bedroom
suite - recliner - luggage - old hand barber set - word processor - flowers microwave - pots & pans - food processor - assortment of tea glasses - built in
dishwasher - Corningware set- Nontake Winthrop pattern - 8 tea glasses - 8 stem
sherbets • nice tea pitcher - old meat platter - canister set - Santa Claus pitcher Santa figurines - Waxford 12 pieces - mantel vases - yellow Pyrex covered dish
- Tupperware - set of 4 Pyrex mixing bowls - 8 place set of white glazed dishes pink bowls- pickle dishes - candy dish - clean material - bird cage on stand - costume tewelry - AM/FM radio w/8 track & turn table- L P & 45 records - tape & cassette tapes - cordless phone - placemats - what not item - set of GE washer &
dryer - 2 door metal cabinet - yard chairs - pistol holsters - single door metal cabinet - wood cabinet - round table - odd chairs - blankets. pillows & sheets - queen
bedding - set of milk glass vanity lamps upright freezer - gas camper stove - 110
air conditioner - nice sofa • hidabed sofa - super nice club car electric golf cart rear engine Murray riding mower- 1996 Dodge Dakota - super sharp 1957 Chevy
pickup, a nice Troy Built rear tine tiller 8 h p electric start and lots more Auction
held rain or shine Not responsible for accidents Lunch available

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Form 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

PUBLIC AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property

Sat., July 26•10 A.M.
OPEN HOUSE ON THE PROPERTY
Friday, July 18th from 4:30 to 6 p.m. and
Tuesday, July 22ndfrom 4:30 to 6 p.m.

3 bedroom brick home- 2 1/2 baths - nice large walk-in closet - large li‘ ing room - formal dining room - large den w/fireplace - breakfast room utility room - large tile floor in foyer - 2 car garage w/work area - central
heat & air on nice lot.
See next weeks paperfor detailed list of Personal Property. Selling a beautiful
Baby Grand Piano by George Stacks Offices in New York, Paris & London.
Terms on Real Estate- 10% down day of auction. Bat & possession in 30 days.

Please check lead base paint prior to auction date. Everything will be sold as is,
no warranties. Not responsible for accidents.
•

PASCHALL REAL ESTATE
Terry D. Paschall Broker Auctioneer
DAN MILLER
Auctioneer & Associate 435-4144
DARRELL BEANE
Associate & Auctioneer 435-4420
licensed & Banded in KY & Tenn.B1281 Firm 2333
"Ny Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

INVESTOR LIQUIDATION AUCTION

This Properts WILL SELL At A Minimum Bid
of $570.00 per Acre Aserage for Entire Tract —
However the Varied Topography and Varied
Timber Values Dictate that Some Tracts NA
Sell For Considerably. LISS Than This Figure,
and Other Tracts Higher
ff•••1 & Itiaresboneets Compass/pets ef Herbage
10‘,
7 Buyers Premium
Free Drawing for 12 Tickets to GIORGI JONES
Concert at 7 p.m. at Loretta Lynn's Dude Ranch
Sale Held Rain or Shine L nder the Big Tent
Slake Plans to Inspect or Cruise this Property
Early and Be Prepared to Bid
Heritage Personnel on Property Weekends And
2 Days Prior to Sale
THINK AUCTION - THINK HERITAGE
t or Map,Plat Broritem sad Nary lal•n•atima Call HERITAGE i-11-s-ir,
Annan. emeriti Made at Sale Take Pen
(her VI Other Ad,ern(erne
bat ‘. nor Gaaran,e,(
Informailan in rhi. 44 eu, Oven Son.ne, Behe,eJ
Ain (tamer, Recent. RIcht (;,0Idp 0,Re cramp a. he See. Fir
RouvaaaloaWbellsoulh act tc-tadali
ha hcraastauthotuici
PITOPEASIOS 4111 ST4ITED EQUIPPED NISEI:1'KE 411 WIht(7101 NEEDS'
Toro Ckars
Auchorrer
Lc 12337
Off 731.025-3534

_

Fax 131-926-21E2
1-800-890- 137:

;
NAGE ffm
AUC770N

FOR SALE
Four shelf cabinet
w/door $100, two
end tables $300 ea..
dining rm. hutch
S200,
curtains
w/valances $100,
Duncan Phyfe table
S200. quilt rack
S50, marble top end
table $40, gold
frame mirror 32x65
(new) $50, antique
rocker $75, 2 chairs
$40 ea., wicker
headboard
$50,
mattress & spring
S75, wicker chair
$30, wicker stand
$15, wicker lamp
SI5.

753-2256
190
Farm Equipment

7 Tobacco trailers, New
Cypress planks, $200
each Call (270)435-4281
TOBACCO sticks for sale
18 cents ea 270-753-8251
or 270-293-3181

NEW LOCATION
DMT Furniture
IP of Murray
New and Used Furniture

2344 U.S. Hwy. 641 S.•762-9944
By the Steam Engines
Owner - Chad Thresher

Pd

electric heat and air.
$340/mo Water, sewer &
sanitation included. Refernces required 436-2444
2 BR carport, patio. WID
hookup, $345 month no
pets 753-6931 or 5593070
2 BR upstairs $295
3 BR downstairs $400
489-2296
2BR Apartment 908 Hillwood $350 , 2br Duplex
300 Valleywood $395
759-4406

2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR , Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br. Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
APT for rent 2/3 br, 1 ba,
475/month 753-3415 or
753-7123

890 Pickwick St Savannah, TN 38372

160
Home Furnishings

David's Cleaning
Services

2BR Close to College,
stove. ref, a/c furnished,
• references required. no
pets $325/mo (270) 4354114

FL 04556

160
Home Furnishings

FORREST View Apart- 6 br 3 bath 1 5 acres 5 1980 GMC 1/2 ton 350 Cu
AFFORDABLE
HAUL ING
ments 1213 N 16th St. min from lake access in good condition $1275
Mower repair
Cleaning out garages
now accepting applications Built new in 1994 City wa- Call 474-8666
Pickup.delivery
sheds carport atics
for 2br townhouses basic ter
Asking 2001 FORD F-350 Pock up
or
well
Work guaranteed Joe
and storage
rent $345, month Call 590.000 Would consider diesel white with custom
436-2867
753-2555
753-1970 Leave Mes- land contract $5000 down pin stripping 761-3372
Luke Lamb
ALL
Carpentry
New
AMERICA'S 01 Retailer is sage Equal Housing Op- on a 5 yr Dalton contract 88' Ford Bronco II 4X4 on- Homes add on s garages
HOUSE WASHING
1-517-699-1372 or
1now open! This is your op- portunity
Experience and
ly 80K pirelli all-terrain pole barns, home & mobile
517290- 1628
LIVE Oak Apts.
portunity to buy straight
Professional Equipment
tires runs well, 51500 753- home repair, water & terNewly Remodeled
from the manufacturer
mite damage, screened
Quality work at
A large 2 bedroom, den. 5531
1BR $29000
Save thousands" 731a reasonable price
L R . large bath, rental apt 94' Chevy pick-up. Z71, porches. sun rooms Lic642-4046
2BR 5340 00
in back 753-3356
insured
350 auto, 4X4, extra nice. ened-insured Larry Nimmo
3BR $425 00
READY to move into!
527-5974
WANT to buy 3 Bedroom w/all the options $7100 753-937.2_or 753-0.353
$100 deposit special for
1994 16X60 Clayton 2BR
ASPHALT Paving
JUNK/ RUBBISH RomovHouse in or near town 492-8734
qualified applicants
2 Bath total elec fully set
Seal Coating
al, well haul almost any$50,000 or less Call Jerry *95' Chevy Silverado Pick
75141221
striping & hauling
up at Coach Estates M H
thing, from Attics to Barns
753-6467
up 68,000 miles excellent
park Has kitchen appl NICE 2 bedroom garage
Mitchell Bro's Paving
& Yard Waste odd jobs,
condition $8.150
apt 530 Broad St 753central air and skirting
759-0501
Senior
Discounts
'Also 20t1 pontoon boat
Motorcycles & ATVs
Payments on $167/mon 7457 or 4'36,5.357
753-1537
1270)489-2583
excellent condition $5,800
NICE 2br furnished apt
with $700 00 down with
435-4628
LAWNS mowed
1980 yamaha 100 cc mo 270-753-8394_
approved credit Contact
C/H/A. Close to MSU
Asphalt SEALCOATING
cap_ 489-z9a9
95' Customize Gk4C Sonocondi
torcycle
excellent
Colernan_HE 759-4118
Starks Bros Homes CP 1& STRIPING
ma Ext cab. brilliant blue,
ton
LEE'S
Call
$550
474-8666
8---455-3001 or Rita Es
RED OAKS APTS.
Call Ronnie Geunn
custom wheels, chrome
1991 Harley Davidson 883
CARPET
Special
(270) 753-3855
-The
Asphalt
Doctor'.
rails, 5 spd overdrive manSportster, 15,000 miles
$100 Deposit
YOU
CLEANING
WE
APGET
*Compare our work
ual transmission PS, PD,
Looks
and
runs
great.
1BR From $280
PROVED when others
'Carpets 'Furniture
*Compare our prices
A/C, AWFM cassette Call
Lot's of extras, call 7532BR From $325
can't!! We own the bank
*Emergency water
*References furnished
759-1569
B769 atter S nflpm
Call Today!
731-642-4046
removal
Matenai
*Workmanship
&
2001 Blasten good shape 98' White Chevy Blazer
753-8668.
'Free Estimates
WEGET YOU APPROVED
Guaranteed
LS,
push
button,
4-wheel
753-5958
*Wrinkle Repair
when others can't!" We
'Fully Insured
drive, all power. CD play2002 660 Grizzly Yamaha
own the bank 731-642'Free Estimates
'Quick Drying
excellent
condition.
er,
'
$5500 700 miles Lots of
4046
24 Years of Experience
97XXX miles. $8400 759753-5827
extras 759-9541
YOUR deed is all you
270-759-1953.
9953
LYNN Grove Grass Master
92' 750 Vulcan 15XXX
need NO MONEY DOWN
AVAILABLE for ironing Commercial & Residential
•1 Bedroom/I Bath
miles, new tires, cobra MUST Sell" 99 Black pick up
we do it all. well, septic,
& deliver by 2nd Free Estimates
Dodge Dakota V8. 318,
*2 Beth- 444fl/2 Rath
$2400
pipes,
very
nice.
whatever you need
4X4 $7900 obo Below day 437-3115
'Close to MSU
Call Chance (270) 293759-9365
642-4(146
•All Appliances turni.hed
Book, Sharp Truck 293- BACKHOE & TRUCKING 1158 or (270) 435-4318_
97
300
ATV
4X4
Honda
YOUR deed is all
ROY HILL.
"Nii Nis
2
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Bed $2800 4892195
need NO MONEY DOWN
Septic system. gravel,
, Confect:
Pick Up & Deliver
repair,
FOR
all
your
ATV
We do it all well, septic,
white rock
12701767-9111 or
753-5668
parts and service needs
whatever you need 7314:16-2113
12700153-221x,
Call Woods ATV 270-75964 -44-6
CALL me to fix your leaky
1270,293.11155.
1984 Prowler 33ft trave
4035
faucets other minor plumb12711)293-ISM
trailer sleep 6 $2650 cal
Landscaping & Nursery
Mobile Homes For Rent
ing and carpentry plus
474-8666
Sport Utility Vehicles
painting.
Reasonable
Parking Lot
93 Elkorn cabover camper rates, references given
4 bedroom 2 bath 753
Houses For Rent
Sweeping
1997 Mercury Mountainee for 8' bed fully contained. Phone 435-4682
6012
Free Estimates 753-2210
a/c good shape $1750 obo CARPORTS Starting at
V8,
AWD,
Leather,
loaded
CYPRESS BAY AREA 1 2 br brick appliances and
436-5892
$675. installed. Roy Hill
SUREWAY
br
trailer
w/added water furnished call after $7500 obo 293-2017
(270)436-2113
TREE SERVICE
screened in room & deck 5 00pm 753-0728
Boats & Motors
CLAY'S Mowing
Used Cars
Stump Removal
Close to lake and manna 2 br cabin in Panorama
Mulching & More
Insured with full line of
$300/mo 1-731-232-8346 Shores. $195/mo plus deDays 871-7340
equipment
2000 Park Ave 1 owner, 1990 375 ranger with 175
ask for Betty
posit 7530095
Evinrude,
Nights
great
762-0040
shape
Free estimates
NICE 2 BR Mobile home 2210 Gatesborough, 3 low miles, excellent condi$8000 759-8404 after
753-5484
CONCRETE
for rent or sale, no pets bed. 2 bath, executive tion, 270-489-2525
5 00pm
Finishing Driveways.
753-9866
home, living room, den, 86' Plymouth Reliant 4 cyl32 ft Gibson House Boat
Sidewalks, Patios
WALTERS
dishwasher, stove, refng- inder, auto, 133XXX miles
$4900 obo 753-0095
Free Estimate
CONTRACTING
erator,
w/d
hookups, new tires & battery, de(270)435-4619
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
530
screened porch, garage. pendable, $850 or best ofSiding. Addition, and Refer 436-2749 alter 2pm
Services Offered
CUSTOM Tractor Work
1 Bedroom apartments. all 761-1317
modeling Quality Work.
Tilling- Blade Workappliances at the Oaks 3 bed 3 bath close to lake 89' Mercedes 300 E, gaOver 30 Years ExperiBushhooqing
Apartments. Coleman RE. NO inside pets after 5pm rage kept, good condition A AFFORDABLE HAULence Gerald Walters 753Taupe with cream int. 270- ING cleaning out garages,
Free Estimates.
759-4118
753-4210
2592.
Owner
759-1515
Carroll.
Gerald
L.
gutters, junk, tree work
1 BR apartment, partial 8 miles North $350 plus
Phone 270-492-6159. or
Mazda Protege wreck, 436-5141
'91
deOosit
753-8582
mo.
+
utilities pd. $17500
293-0163
new transmission, brand
deposit No pets. 753- QUALITY Houses and
A-1
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Apartments available for new tires 759-5274
2934
'91 Mazda Protege Wreck, Affordable gutter cleaning
Care Service
1 BR basement apt fur- lease Call BS Rentals at New Transmission & Tires
436-2867
*Lawn Establishment
South Fulton, TN
759-4696
or
435-4632
nished all utilities furnished
759-5274
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- 'Tractor Tilling
(731)479-7356
except phone $350/mo/de98' Mercury Grand Mar- ING cleaning out garage 'Fertilizing 'Mowing
posit 759-5374
For all your lawn care
quis LS, one owner, Excel- gutters, junk & tree work
"Aerating 'Mulching
1 BR low utilities no pets
needs
lent condition, leather, all 436-2867
•Bushhogging
MURRAY Store and Lock power, 63,000 miles 2395
S225/month 753-3949
'Mowing
A-1 Tree Service
*Grader Blade Work
1 OR 2br apts near down- presently has units availa- Wiswell
or
753-9523
•Mulching
Stump Removal
Free estimates
town Murray starting at ble 753-2905 or 753- $8500 obo
Fertilizing
492-8737,
Bob Wallace
7536
S200imn 751-4109
THIS WEEK ONLY! 95
'Seeding
753-3594
753-6491
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts
Bonneville excellent condi'Shrub Trimming
Free Estimates
DNJ HANDYMAN
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
PREMIER MINISTORAGE tion, all power, cruise, tilt.
Wanted
112 acre and
We do all the odd jobs you
902 Northwood Dr
*Inside climate control
ect...Must see. great deal,
larger
AAA
CUSTOM
BUILT
time
for
don't
have
Monday,
storage
52600 731-498-8008
Free Estimates
Murray-Calloway Co
Wednesday, Fnday
*Security alarmed
WOULD like to care for Decks, Home Additions,
Family Owned
Siding,
Remodeling
Vinyl
556-9590
Phone 759-4984
*Safe & clean
children in my home 6wksand Operated
Equal Housing
•We sell boxes!
up. Reasonable rates non- Garages, Pole Barns MetFUTRELL'S Tree Service
Dependable and will
Fencing
Buildings,
al
Opportunity
*We rent U-Hauls
smoking home, located in
Trimming, removal stump
work to suit all
TDD #1-800-648-6056
753-9600
the Hamlin/New Concord Quality Workmanship
grinding,
firewood Insurcustomers needs
1-2, 3br apts. furnished.
area. Call 436-6423 after Licensed
ed 489-2839
753-7860 753-1194
near MSU House 3 & 4
Pets & Supplies
4m
bedroom
753-1252 or
753-0606
AKC Boxer puppies for
1BR apt available, all ap- sale 759-4762
pliances furnished. MurDOG Obedience
al Realty 753-4-444
Master Trainer
2 bedroom. 2 bath. 2
436-2858
blocks from MSU, W/D,
Hook-up, no pets, $395.00
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
per month +deposit. References required. Daytime
• Order by 11 a.m. &
We Specialize in Cleaning"
753-3949 After 6:00 p.m. HAY Square Bale $2 00
pick up next day.
753-0313
759-3050.
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
430
2 BR apt near the Univer'All
Extemal
Cleaning
'Brick
Real
Estate
in stock.
sity now available Central

Complete
Lawn Care

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 762-9233

Offered in Tracts 25 Acres to 200 Acres
Approximately 5750.000.00 Timber Value in
Today's Markel
Excellent Hunting and Wildlife Area
Ideal for Game Preserse. Hunting Club.
Corporate Retreat, Horseback Riding. or 4 Wheeling
A Super Recreational Property With Great
Potential And Alan Possibilities.

cs 011ersd

D.G.

At 2104 Gatesborough Circle off Doran Rd., Murray, KY.
Mrs. Mary Wells has moved to a retirement home & has commissioned
the Dan Miller Auction Company to sell this nice home.

LOST CREEK ROAD, LOBEINILLE. TENNESSEE
iBetween Buffalo &
TN,6 Miles South of 140 on Hwy. 131
Conseniently I,ocated Between Duck River And
Buffalo River - 60 Miles from Nashville
60 Miles From Jackson

Used Trucks

AMERICA A #1 Retailer is
now open! This is your oppurtunity to buy straight
from the manufacturer
Save thousands! 731-6424046

At the home of the late Mr. Brent Manning, 1410 St. At.
121 North, Murray, KY.

SAT., JULY 26th, 11 A.M.
2500 ACRES +/- IN TRACTS
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1980 12X60 stove w/d, re
frigerator, dishwater $7000
753-4807
1996 Buchaneer Challenger 16X60 New carpet
Two decks included Excellent condition Never
smoked in 270-435-4064
Leave message $13,500

BEAUTIFUL condo on KY
lake. 2 br 2 ba, pool great
view 554-8731 or 5199567

4111",

amb•f-if4

ree Service
270-753-2555
800-611-6854
- Full Line of Equipment -

1

41111-

CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE •VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personah install for you/
y..r:7a8
,
e
WE DO!,z53

•

Visit Our Showroom Today
0
cr

58.000 flf111_527a139____

PRIME lot on 14th fairway
Murray
Country
Club
$52,000 Call 753-1624 afDUPLEX 3br. 2 bath, all ter 5.m
appliances, w/d hookup, iimm
460
c
sunroom $750 753-8242
or 752-0313

LARGE 1 bedroom, 1 furnished, 1 unfurnished with
all appliances, including
washer & dryer 759-5885

—

Lots For Sale
12 acres 1 mi north of
Lynn Grove on Old Lynn
Grove Rd 3 acre lake 3
acre open field the rest
partly cleared wooded
area, beautiful building
site 3 building lots from 2
acres to 3 1/2 acres, each
with a small pond on back
side Call 270-435-4423
2 1/2 acres Southwes'
Calloway Co $6500 435
4640
LOT for sale North side of
Murray, some restrictions

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176

David Borders

INVESTMENT Property,
Houses and Apartments
753-4109

DUPLEX. 3 BR. 2 full 3BR 2 Bath, 1.800 sq ft
Inside tile, granite marble.
24'X60' Shiloh double- baths. Newly remodeled
wide Newly remodeled. 3 Clean oven, refrigerator. hardwood Brick/Stone exbedroom, 2 bath Cream dishwasher. W&D hook- terior Priced to sell Ownsiding. red shutters 759- up 753-4342 or 435-4707 ers relocating Call after
9752. after 5 00pm Must $525/mo Deposit & refer- 5PM 753-4342 or 3390787
ences required No pets
be moved
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath, excellent condition,
must be moved 753-4022
or 759-2316

•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drivewa),,

FOR your estate settlement contract
Complete Auction Service
Roger Stubblefield- Auctioneer (270) 527-2931
Wayne Wilson- Broker
(270) 753-5086
Diana Stubblefield- Associate (270) 527-2931

HOUSE & 5 Acres in_.AL,
mo Built in 98- 2 BDR, 1
8TH 583.500 Call after 3
pm (270)767-0807

Roofing Metal

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month hunting

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at S12.500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel.

•••

'"t Hh•• SOO 01 WWI to Toll Toolor loot nip IMO writ.

>CERAMIC TILE•Cm.: - L

• .1.PIDET

PURCHASE AREA PAVING
Residential & Commercial
• Paving • Sealing • Striping
• Backhoe & Grader Work
• Hauling Gravel & Dirt

1

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

aseco
tioi Inc.
ed

Owners. Vicky Bogard & Bob Cunningham

odeling
fing

767-0950

r Family's Need --

67-0035
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

spaLE

[C/AIRAGE
400

Yard Sale
BYOYS Bring your own
yard sale Free Space July
25 & 26 DMT Furniture of
Murray 2344 US Hwy 641
S Ely the steam enqineS
762-9944

Ledger &Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

YARD SALE

INSIDE/MOVING SALE

7296, 94 West
Lynn Grove
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Craft awning, springs

Thursday & Friday
1519 Beckett
Roll top desk Amish made, baby bed like
new, dressing table, walkers, play pen,
baby clothes, mobiles, etc., antique cart,
(2) antique rocking chairs, antique spindle
leg table, king Nautical bedding (new),
antique trunk, many framed prints, art
pieces, Curio cabinet.
Outside Sat. - Call Anytime 753-4190
Everything must go by Sunday

mattress,
booster
seat, water skits,
toys, van seats, toys,
clothes, girls 3-12,
tools

SHIRT BLOWOUT FINAL MARKDOWN
Open Thurs., Fri & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Heilig Meyers Building - Across
from Martha's Restaurant
Every new shirt, Sweatshirt & Baby Rompers
3 for $5.00 (while they last)
Youth baby bed with mattress, high chair. stroller, walker, full
bed & mattress, twin frame ladies bike, lawn mower, cloths
from infant - adult new stuff added everyday

Statewide
Classifieds

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•LEARN TO EARN 54 000$8 000 weekly income
potential Not MLM 1-888453-5116
BUSINESS SERVICES
*ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS
Display
Homes
Wanted for Vinyl Siding
Replacement Windows No
payment for 6 months
Payments
starting
at
589 00 per month All credit qualified Call 1-800-2510843
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
*SAWMILL 53895 NEW
SUPER
LUMBERMATE
2000 Larger capacities,
options. ATV accessories,
wagers skrdders:-www-.norwoodindustries.com
Norwood Industries, 252
Sonwil Drive, Buffalo, NY
14225
1-800-578-1363
Free information ext 300-N

FOR SALE
•FREE 2-ROOM DIRECTV
SYSTEM
INCLUDING
INSTALLATION, 2 months
Free Programming! Access
225+ TV channels, Digital
quality picture & sound
Limited time offer 1-800208-4617
•WOLFF TANNING BEDS
AFFORDABLE • CONVENIENT Tan At Home
From
Payments
$25 month Free ColorCatalog Call Today 1-8007 1 1 - 0 1 5 8
www np etstan corn
HELP WANTED
•Y OUTH 16-24 SUCCESS
BEGINS TODAY, Be a
success with the new Job
Corps Train and live on
center GED and high
school diploma programs
available Get help planning your career and finding a good paying Job No
tuition Ages 16 - 24 Call
(8661 562-2677

Statewide
Classifieds-

*IDEAL GIFTS by Friendly
has openings for party plan
advisors Call about our
New Manager Program
Decor, Gifts, Toys. Cash,
Trips Recognition 1-800488-4875 www friendlyhome com

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

603 Lee St. in
Woodgate
Sub.

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. till ?
121 North across
from Dutch
Essenhaus
Baby clothes &
toys, crafts &
fabric. house items
& lots more.

Fri., July 18
7 a.m.-Noon
Furniture, kids clothes
size 10 & under, toys
household items. lots
of misc.

Statewide
Classifieds

-DRIVER
KNIGHT
TRANSPORTATION Come
Join a Winning Team'
Hiring Solos & Teams"
•Great Pay 'Great Home
Time Call For Details' 888346-4639
www knighttrans com

MOVING SALE
401 Wells Purdom Rd.
From Murray take 641 N., turn
left on Coles Campground, then
right on Wells Purdom Rd.
Fri. & Sat. July 18-19• 7:00 a.m.
Toys, furniture, household items,
children & adult clothing, golf clubs.

MOVING
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?

Fox Meadows E-13
Rocker, couch, desk,
table & chairs, boy's
toddler & Infant

clothes, T.V. stand,
toys, misc.'items.

Statewide
Classifieds
+
Teams
•DRIVERS
Western
Express
=
Miles,
Success
Solid
Reliable
Home
Time,
Competitive Pay. Benefits
Package. Paid Vacation,
Class A-CDL, 22 years old.
good MVR 877-316-7100

•DRIVERS-NO EXP? No
•IMC - INTERSTATE
problem! Low cost CDL
MOTOR CARRIER Now
training available. Meals,
Hiring 'OTR, Solo &
lodging & transportation
Teams 'Class A 'Owner
provided
Tuition reimOperators
'Regional bursement $1000 bonus'
Drtvers -Stu-dent Grads
OTR,
Dedicated
&
Call Today 812-246-7202
Regional Freight, 1-800Providing Top Pay and
231-5209.
*INFORMATION: Women Equipment
•DRIVERS/OWNER
ages 45-55 Participate in
hormone
study
at •"LOOK" Class A CDL in 16 OPERATORS! Great pay
Transylvania University. days' Potential earnings up Benefits. High weekly
Two hours of cognitive. to $35K Financing avail- miles 1 yr TI' exp. Call
800-247-8040
memory, and mood tests. able. Job assistance avail- SMX.
Contact Meg Upchurch able. Food. Transportation WWW SMXC.COM
and Lodging included, Call
(859) 233-8252
NOW 800-225-9004.
•NO NYC, NO Canada
*SALES-530.000-555,000
Epes Transport home
•S.40iMILE-AVERAGE
base, vehicle furnished.
weekends.
Company
Aggressive incentives, full Si ,000/VVK. However you Drivers
up
to
5.36
view
it.
it's
the
top
pay
in
benefits package Home
(includes
bonuses).
the
industry'
Newest
office and travel expenses
Independent Contractors
Miles'
paid, Route experience Equipment!
5_83 plus surcharge with 7
Hometime!
Everything'
required
Horticulture
incentives saving additionPersonnel (Gary) 877-499- Heartland Express 1-800- al 59.5imile. Empty or
441-4953
www.heartland2768 Email- hortjob@oneloaded CDL-A. 2 years
express.com main corn
OTR experience required
*COMPANY DRIVER Earn 1 - 8 0 0 - 9 4 8 - 6 76 6
REAL ESTATE/REAL
up to 38 cpm. 1 year OTR. www epestransporl corn
ESTATE FOR SALE
23
YOA.
Owne•
•5 ACRES LAKEFRONT- Operators/small fleets wc
LAKE
CUMBERLAND- come. Ask about our signSOMERSET, KY-529,900 on bonus. PTL 800-848to 544.990- ONLY FIVE 0405
SITES
REMAINING-All
parcels are flat to gently *DRIVER, Solo drivers &
rolling
w/excellent teams needed NOW' Long
panoramic views of the haul or Regional positions
Lake_ City Water. Electric & available. Great miles and
All Weather Roads. 10 home time. Barr Nunn
minutes
to
Somerset Transportation. Weekend
Dining. 5 Minutes to & Evening Recruiters ava:lBurnside Manna Excellent able. 1-888-999-7576.

Check us out
on the web!

YARD SALE

MOVING/GARAGE SALE

(Multi-Family)
410 S. 4th St.
7 a.m. till?
July 18th

185 Scarlett
Take Wiswell toward Southwest.
Turn left on King (across from
Roberson). Turn left on Scarlett,
last house on left, follow signs.
Saturday, July 19th 7 a.m. -?
Furniture, rugs, lamps, appliances,
trinkets, clothes, more.

Something for
everyone. Adult
clothes all sizes,
Home Interior, tools
of all kinds,
antiques, wedding
dress, knick knacks.

YARD
SALE

1ST
YARD SALE
IN FOUR
YEARS!

COMBINED YARD SALE

1714 Miller
Ave.
Murray
Fri., July 18th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

1307 N.
16th St.

Lots of household items, vacuum cleaners,
some tools, stove, antique round pedestal
table w/leaves, Imperial crystal stemware,
cookware, curtains, rugs, designer material, lots of chairs, linens, misc. Christmas,
lots and lots of goodies.

Sat., July 19
7 a.m.-?
Rain or Shine

•

•INEXPERIENCED DRIVERS
Star
Transport
needs driver trainees(
Tuition paid training at a
school close to you! Call 1888-503-5151 ask for
Kristen

1107 Elm Street
Sat., July 17• 7 a.m.-?

YARD SALE
Friday & Saturday
1233 Airport Road
Gold & silver jewelry, treadmill,
wood stove, furniture, plus size
clothes, windows, sliding door,
wide variety. Lots more added Sat.
Must go!

YARD
SALE
Sat., July 19th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
180 Megan
Drive
in Cambridge

HUGE
MOVING SALE
112 S. 10th St.
Thurs & Fri.
7 a.m.-?
Furniture, dishes.
clothes, knickknacks, Beanie
Babies, something
for everyone'

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
809 North 19th St.
Murray
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - Noon
Odds & ends,
men, women,
children, maternity
clothes, baby
items.

Classifieds
Office Open
7.30a -5pn
Mon -Fri

Horoscopes

Financing Owner 1-888- •DRIVER -COVENANT
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
575 -LAND
TRANSPORT.
Teams,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. July 18,
www northamencanland c Teams, Teams We need
-tt
oat
teams for the long haul
Mar.n, rare opportunities tumble into your
Owner
- Operators.
*LAKEFRONT BARGAIN
,up isualize more of what you want. If
Drivers,
1.4 Acres. 209' shoreline Experienced
„ ‘ou act on an instinctive level, you could
Solos.
Teams
and
$69,900 Rarie find! Enjoy
he delighted by what comes down your
spectacular sunsets from Graduate Students Call 1path. Your emotional, knee-jerk reaction
PAY
888
-MOR
E
1-888this
pristine
lakefront
e‘okes much more of what you want.
estate w/gentle slope to 667-3729i

water's edge on 35.000 •DRIVERiOWNER OPERacre recreational lake in ATORS S2000 Sign-On
east Tennessee! Paved Bonus Call today Start
roads. utilities, central Monday'
Great
water, sewer. Excellent FreighL'Miles Must nave
financing, low down pay- CDL-A, 1 year OTR 800•AD SALES Sales experi- ment. Must see' Call now 473-5581 Apply online
ence REQUIRED
Not 800-704-3154 x 441
www robersondrivers corn
entry level
Overnight
EOE
*LAKEFRONT LOG HOME
Travel
Hotel
Paid
2+ ACS /S119.900 180' of *DRIVERS
GOING
Established Territory with
dockable lakefront and a STRONG' CFI NOW HIRExisting Accounts 30°...
gorgeous NEW 1.700 sq
ING' Company' Owner
Commission
Including
ft authentic log home, lots Operators' singles -Teams
Renewals Plus perks Call
of decks & windows to Loads with Miles available
Nationwide Hotel Guides
enjoy the beautiful lake immediately' Ask about
1-888-723-8338
setting Financing. Call spouse-training program
•AVON-Entrepreneur want- Now! Toll Free (8661 770- Call
1 -800-CFI-DRIVE
ed Must be willing to work 9311 ext 323
www cfdrive corn
whenever you want, be
•NEW' LOG HOME LAKE- *DRIVERS _
NEEDED
your own boss. and enjoy
FRONT/S99,900 Beautiful IMMEDIATELY' Sign on
unlimited earnings. Let's
NEW 2,700 sq ft authen- Bonus for All SamePay
talk 888-942-4053
tic log home on 2 acres Loaded & Empty, Full benOF w'250' of lakefront on gor- efits, flatbed training
DREAMS
*HAVE
)If geous Lake Cumberland
BEING A JOURNALIST"
Trucks Assigned first week,
you want to work in the fas- huge hardwoods, great 6 months OTR required
Cinatingifield of print Jour- views and access. Perfect 800-441-4271 ext -ET135
nalism. we can help The getaway place Must see.
Owner
*DRIVERS
Kentucky
Press Call now (800) 770-9311 Operators,
OTR
and
Association is offering a ext 971
Drivers, Small
Fleets
Journalism
three-week
RESORTS RENTALS
Welcomed. 53' Vans & 48'
Boot Camp, July 14
Flatbeds.
Mileage-Pay•PANAMA
CITY
BEACH
through
Aug
1,
at
Loaded and Empty. L&N
Georgetown
College Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Transportation, Inc . 1-800Graduates rave about this Resort. From $49 11-2 p
663-7126. Louisville. KY_
Sun/Mon-FREE
intensive training program. Arrive
SUMMER
starting
8"3/03. •DRIVERS
many are now working as night
reporters restrictions) Pools, river SPECIAL TUITION-PAID
newspaper
No credit
Helps free-lance writers ride tiki bar 800-488-8828 TRAINING
checks! No Co-signer
too The cost is $650 for omvv.sancipsperbeacon.corn
needed' Why not start a
three-weeks of training
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
great career7 'Company
Includes a continental
WANTED
Sponsored
breakfast and lunch on'
Training
class days Register by •16-DAY CAREER TRAIN- Program 'Immediate full
June 27 and receive a $50 ING:DRIVER TRAINEES benefits package 'Classes
discount' Participants can WANTED TODAY! CLASS- starting
weekly
Refresher Experienced Team/Drivers
commute or will find afford- A COL &
able lodging nearby For Training Nationwide Job Needed ASAP' School
Assistance
Grads Welcome' Call
information and to receive Placement
Tracy 800-553-2778 EOE
a packet of materials call Companies Hiring Today &
Tuition
the
Kentucky
Press Offering
CRST Van Expedited
Association at (502) 223- Reimbursement. 1-800wwwJoinCRST.corn
8821 Of visit our web site al 883-0171. DELTAACADE MY COM
www kypress corn
•A-OKAY OPPORTUNITY'
Put your computer to work'
Home-based
business
Free info 1-888-318-5586
www seelyathome.com.

GOODIES

Consider going back to school or
increasing your expertise in your chosen
field Travel also could play a role in
. our year You will gain greater insight
as a result. If you are single, you will
meet people in most unanticipated ways
and odd places. Fall presents you with
quite a few tra‘el and social opportunities

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Ha‘e:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
** * * You can sense a change in the

astrological weather. Finish up some
details and clear your desk. By late afternoon, you will be like a tiger stalking its
prey, impossible to hold back. Integrate
your need for security with what is going
on around you. Tonight: You're all
smiles.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** * * Use the daylight hours to make
sure you're heading for success. If you're
unsure, ask. Remain poised no matter
where and when. You're in the driver's
scat right now. Remain optimistic during
a meeting. Tonight: Greet the weekend
and get some much-needed sleep.
GENIINI(May 21-June 20)
* ** *.* Aim for a sense of completion at work, and you'll feel much better
Investigate the possibilities that become
possible financially and emotionally.
Consider options with a greater sense of
what you want. Tonight What starts out
as a gct-together after work 'couldde‘.elop into a long night.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
** You might want to continue
on your set course of action Your perspective will change a lot if you kick
back and try something different.
Detachment remains key to your success
If you feel as if you need to work late, do
so. Tonight: Count on going till the wee
hours
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** * ** Work with a key associate
and or partner. You'll clear out important

financial business because of teamwork.
What you thought impossible becomes a
distinct possibility. Weigh an opportunity, knowing that a decision doesn't need
to happen immediately. Tonight: Take off
for the weekend.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** *** Others particularly enjoy
relating, which could create an obstacle
to clearing out your work. Realize when
you've had enough. Others give more
than 100 percent to help you get what
you want. Give up the word "impossible." Tonight: Dinner for two.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Plug into work,,deciding to get
the job done. Visualize more of what you
want by making an effort to communicate with those who can grease the
wheels of change. You know what you.
want; do what is necessary to get there.
Tonight: Away you go ... out of work to
play,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** your happy ways draw many.
At this poirti, if you follow your emotions, you'll flourish. Realize that nearly
anything can happen if you remain open.
Let your creativity spark the different
facets of your life. Tonight: Opt for
something relaxing (for now).
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Realize what is going on with
your family. You might need to stop and
take your time with a decision. Allow
your abilities to come forward m both
closed meetings and relating individually. Let your creativity bud. Tonight. Put
on your dancing shoes.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** How you see a situation
could change substantially because of
others' conversations. If you sit back.
you might discover a lot more. Make
calls, but vow to yourself to be a good
listener. Not everything is as clear as you
would like. Tonight: At home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Dealing with finances will
flow as long as you're willing to put in
the time. Your ability to get a job done
efficiently earmarks you. Complete as
much as you can before starting to return
calls. Tonight: To your favorite haunt.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Use the daylight hours to get as
much done as possible. You might feel
overwhelmed by what is going on in
your own world. Others offer you a lot.
Decide which way you would like to go.
Allow yourself to flow. Tonight You're
all smiles.

photo provided

AWARD ... Hays accepts her award for being nominated Best
Newscaster by Kentucky Monthly Magazine.

Hays named as
'Kentucky's Best'
Jackie Hays' gift or gib, selfdetermination and a strong work
ethic are.* brass tacks that have
molded' and, shaped a successful
career as one of Kentucky's most
lauded anchorwomen, delivering the
evening news to homes from the set
of WAVE 3 in Louisville.
Hays was recently chosen for the
second year in a row by the readers
of Kentucky Monthly Magazine, a
general interest magazine about
Kentucky, as Kentucky's Best
Newscaster. In recognition of this
award she was recently honored at
the Frankfort Civic Center along with
46 others as "Kentucky's Best."
Sawyer Dailey, a Louisville actor,
emceed the event and presented
framed awards to each of the recipients and the winners of "One of
Kentucky's Finest," a new award for
those near the top in each category.
Since 2000. a ballot is published
each spring and readers are asked to
select Kentucky's Best in 50 categories ranging from bank or credit
union to historic site or museum.
This award comes in succession to
many other awards that praise Hays
as a favorite news anchor in
Louisville. Named the "Best Anchor
Woman" by Louisville Magazine for
the past seven consecutive years and
the 1990 MSU Distinguished
Alumnus recipient, Hays anchors the
5 and 6 p.m. newscasts for WAVE 3
NEWS.
A native of Paris, Tenn., Hays
attended public schools in Henry
County before graduating third in her
high school class. She attended

Murray Suite University on a special
presidential scholarship for academics. There she was the outstanding
senior in radio and television and
graduated with the highest honors.
She began her career in broadcasting
at WPSD-TV in Paducah, Ky., during her senior year at MSU. She
worked as a reporter and weekend
anchor and went to a full-time position after graduating from college.
Hays moved to Louisville in 1980
to work for WHAS-TV. She continued her career as reporter and anchor
for five years before moving on to
Philadelphia, the nation's fourth
largest market. During this time, she
was nominated for an Emmy Award
for her reports on women in prison.
Missing the warm hospitality of
the Bluegrass State Hays and her
husband, Paul, moved back to
Louisville in 1988 where she has
been with WAVE-TV ever since.
A deep desire to help people is a
personal quest that Hays is able to
achieve through the numerous news
stories she tracks and reports. Hays'
nurturing and gutsy spirit have
enabled her to offer help to numerous
groups and charity organizations.
She has covered news stories that
have provided assistance to the
troops at war in Iraq and also assisting the Red Cross Angel Tree program when there was a shortage of
blood. "We're not just a television
station," Hays said.
Hays and her husband, Paul
Bickel, live in Louisville with their
daughters and are avid horseback
enthusiasts.

HOME FOR SALE

LIKE NEW — This home is only 4 years young.
The open floor plan home has a Florida room off the
dining room and 3 bedrooms with 2 baths. Very
comfortable home with spacious room sizes. It can
be your new home.
Call Vicki for private showing. 752-0102
Ask for Vicki Moore

GREY'S PROPERTIES,LLC
tit N. 12th St. • 759-2001

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a healthy
man, 52, who has for years been treated with hydrochlorothiazide for hypertension. Because my blood pressure
recently shot up to 200/100, my doctor
doubled the dose of HCTZ. Within a
week, I was in the emergency room
because of atrial fibrillation. Testing
showed that my potassium level was
low and that the medication may have
contributed to this. Fortunately, the
ER doctors gave me medication to
return my heart rate to normal, but
I'm left with an uncomfortable feeling.
Why did this happen?
DEAR READER: Thiazide diuretics
are kidney stimulants used to treat
hypertension. They were standard
frontline therapy when I was training,
but then were superceded by more
expensive drugs. Now authorities
once again urge their use because
they are so inexpensive. Although
usually quite safe, HCTZ (and others)
have a common and serious side
effect: they accelerate the loss of
potassium from the body, resulting in
muscle weakness and possible disruptions in heart rhythm.
From the description you give, I
conclude that your HCTZ dosage was
doubled without a corresponding
increase in your potassium intake.
(Supplemental potassium pills should
routinely be prescribed in such
instances.) As a result, your blood
potassium level fell into a critical

COMING
SOON!

IN OUR
BACKYARD
SUMMER 2003

DEAR ABBY

PETERm.D.

range, and this caused your heart to
fibnllate (beat unevenly).
Ordinarily, this situation can be
readily corrected with drugs and additional potassium. Once your metabolic
balance is restored, the heart should
return to its previous, normal rate.
However, if you continue to use
HCTZ, you should not only take a concomitant mineral supplement, but you
must be periodically monitored with
blood tests to ensure that your potassium level remains in the normal
range.
Of course, as an alternative, your
doctor may choose to change your
medication altogether. A different
class of drugs — such as a beta-blocker or an ACE inhibitor — that does
not cause potassium depletion may be
appropriate for you, and could more
effectively lower your blood pressure.
I urge you to work closely with your
primary care physician, who can call
upon a cardiologist for necessary
assistance. I believe that your fibrillation was a one-shot affair. If it repeats,
however, you will need extensive testing and a reassessment of all your
medications.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Hypertension." Other readers who would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is reheating coffee bad for your health? A friend
insists that the oil in coffee degrades
when cooled and can cause illness.
Since I reheat my coffee daily, I'm
concerned.
DEAR READER: I am not aware of
any health consequences from reheating coffee, although this practice may
affect the taste of the brew. I believe
that you can safely continue your
practice. but the coffee would certainly be more flavorful if it were freshly
brewed.
Copyright 2003, Newspaper Enterprise Assn,

DEAR ABBY: We recently
learned that our daughter was
molested at a very early age in the
1970s. It went on for nearly a year.
We never realized how profoundly
molestation affects a child. I had
heard it was an awful thing, but I
never knew the secrecy, the pain,
the shame, the guilt, and how the
victims are groomed by their predators. They live in a secret world by
themselves — brokenhearted, in
loneliness and fear. They try to run
faster than their pain — and some
-don't know why because it has been
blocked from their memory.
I have heard that four out of 10
women have been molested as children. This is a huge number. There
are pIenty of victims, but guess
what? No predators! They are all
"innocent," and protected by families who hide it because they don't
know how to handle the problem.
They are protected by a gray area of
"uncertainty." It remains that way
because the authorities are never
called to investigate. The parents of
the molested child are threatened
with a nasty lawsuit. Then the
whole family turns against the parents and the victim in order to protect the "sick" one and their own
reputations.
Everyone — individually and collectively — sticks their head in the
sand and refuses to deal with it.
Statutes of limitations run out. An
unbelievable amount of pressure is
put on the parents by the family.
Then it is dismissed because "it
happened a long time ago."
Meanwhile, as the years pass,
the victim becomes progressively
more mentally, physically and emotionally sick. She's in and out of
hospitals and always on medication.
Because now the victim has been
rejected and betrayed all over
again. If he is "innocent,' then she
must be "guilty" by default, which
reinforces what he told her as a
child — that it was all her fault to
begin with.
The burden placed on her shoulders becomes unbearable. And the
closer the extended family, the more
profound the rejection. Her worst
nightmare has come true. Finally,
she becomes so physically sick and
unnerved that she has a breakdown. She has a hard time finding
where "she" is inside herself. The
medicines she must take are
depressants themselves.
Abby, we struggle every day. I
know of four other families where
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and denial have occurred. Families should
wake up to the problem It's time to
bring it out of the closet. I hope you
will print some of this letter.
I sign for her ...
I IX) HAVE A FACE,I DO HAVE
A NAME,EVERY CITY, U.S.A.

similar molestation, rejection

DEAR I DO: You have written eloquently of a problem
that, according to my mail, is
widespread and often covered
up. I hope your letter will
encourage more victims of
molestation to pick up the
phone and report the crime.
And to their extended families:
As much as you might be
appalled at the charges,
molestation — regardless of
when it occurred — is a serious
crime. The victims need all the
support they can be given.
DEAR ABBY: Please settle a bet
between my mother and me. I say
the engagement ring should be
worn at the base of the finger, with
the wedding band on the outside.
Mom says it's the other way around.
Who is right? A $5 bill is riding on
your answer. Thanks, Abby.
MOTHER/DAUGHTER DUO
IN NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR DUO: You owe your
mom $5. The wedding band is
supposed to be worn on the
inside — closest to your heart —
with the engagement ring serving as a "guard" for it.
VI

g

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, t'A 90069.

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Kent
Rea. YMCA national consultant for
the south field, presenting Francie
Ray, YMCA director, with a plaque
certifying that the Murray YMCA
has received its national charter.
Murray is one of more than 2.200
nationally recognized YMCAs in
100 countries. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Stacey Crook.
Births reported include a girl to
Elizabeth and David Underwood
and a boy to Shelley and Michael
McWherter, July I I.
James and Clara Bramley were
married for 48 years July 12.
20 years ago
Tony Franklin has been named
as head football coach at Murray
High School by the Murray Independent Board of Education.
Ted Lovett, Paul Garrison, Susanne Oakley and Bobby Manning
are serving as officers of the Calloway County Athletic Boosters Club.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Reed, June
19; a boy to the Rev. and Mrs.
David L. Haley, June 26; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Glyn Futrell. July 4; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Brian Harrison
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ned
Kendall, July 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Auburn Marion
Sills will be married 50 years June
28.
30 years ago
Gale Broach, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray T. Broach, was selected as the 1973 Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen at
the opening event of the fair. Cathy
Mitchell, daughter of Phillip and

IT'S FOR
YOU, UNCLE
EARL

•

THERE'S
ONE IN
EVERY
FAMILY

TODAY IN HISTORY

Harmony on Defense

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. July 17. the
198th day of 2003. There are 167
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 17, 1945, President Truman, Soviet leader Josef Stalin and
British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill began meeting at Potsdam
in the final Allied summit of World
War II.
On this date:
In 1917, the British royal family
adopted the name "Windsor."
In 1955, Disneyland debuted in
Anaheim. Calif.
In 1981. 114 people were killed
when a pair of walkways above the
lobby of the Kansas City Hyatt Regency Hotel collapsed during a -tea
dance."
Ten years ago: President Clinton.
with several Cabinet members in
tow, traveled to Arnold. Mo., where
he heard the governors of eight
flood-stricken states appeal for
more financial assistance: Clinton
held out little hope the government
could offer a total bailout.
Five years ago: Prosecutors in
the Monica Lewinsky case questioned Clinton's Secret Service protectors before a grand jury. Nicholas II, last of the Romano% czars.
was buried in Russia 80 years after
he and his family were executed hy
the Bolsheviks. In Rome. delegates
from more than 100 countries oxerwhelmingly approved a historic
treaty creating the worlds first permanent war crimes tribunal — ignoring strenuous U S. objections
over certain provisions_

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
46Q 9 8 6 4
VAKQ
•8 4
+9 7 4
WEST
EAST
4K5
+3
1111J 8 6 4 2
W9 7 5
•K 9 7
•6 5 3 2
+A K 3
4.QJ 1065
SOUTH
•A J 1072
W 103
•A Q J 10
+82
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1•
Redble 2•
Dble
Pass
Pass
3+
Pass
4+
Opening lead -- king of clubs.
It is one thing to know how to
execute an endplay if you are the
declarer, but knowing how to avoid
one as a defender is an entirely different matter. Consider this case
where East-West had to defend flawlessly to stop South from making
four spades.
First, let's suppose West leads the
K-A and another club, ruffed by
declarer. South enters dummy with a

heart and leads the queen of spades.
After East follows low, South
decides that, given the bidding, he
has a better chance to make the contract by attempting an endplay than
by finessing in trumps.
Accordingly, he goes up with the
ace of spades, cashes two more
hearts and exits with a trump. There
is no escape for West. He must either
lead a diamond or yield a ruff-anddiscard by returning a heart. Either
way, South avoids losing a diamond
trick and makes the contract.
NQW let's go back to trick one
when West leads the king of clubs.
East should drop the queen under the
king at this point to show that he has
the jack. West can see that if he continues with the ace of clubs he might
run into an endplay later on, so he
leads the three of clubs at trick two in
an effort to forestall that possibility.
After East wins the club with the
ten, he does not have to be an Einstein to realize that a third club lead
would be ruffed by declarer. East
also sees that West's purpose in
underleading the ace of clubs at trick
two must be to coax a diamond
return at trick three.
So East returns a diamond, and
the contract goes down the drain.
The endplay is throttled before it is
born.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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CROSSWORDS
40 Lumber flaw
42 Winter ailments
43 Monastery
46 Baa's companion
47 "Westworld"
name
48 Execs
51 Underhand
throws
55 Pride
56 Lowly laborer
57 Kind of dollar
58 JFK visitor
59 Finishes a skirt
60 Plunge

ACROSS
1
5
9
12

Must-have
Face cover
Companion
Old Roman
road
13 Slimy
vegetable
14 - Mane Saint
15 Actor - Lugosi
16 Mild onion
17 Harden,
as cement
18 Clean a fish
20 Memorable time
22 Trellis
25 Headstrong
27 "The Wanderer'
singer
28 Turn sharply
29 The skinny
33 GI's address
34 Day before
35 Web site addr
36 Restaurant
handout
38 Blushing
39 Go on the lam
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Ballpoint point
2 Summer
in France
7-17 ©2003 United Feature Syndicate nc
3 Lamprey
4 Fire-breather
23 Mellow
10 With, to Pierre
5 Electrical unit
24 Favor.
6 - out(make do) 11 Stnp of wood
old-style
19 Abraham's city
7 High dudgeon
25 Hold,
8 Huron and Erka-..-2.Uweater letter
22 Economist
9 Pancho Villa's
as attention
coin
— Smith
26 Like good
cheddar
III
5
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1110
11
/
28 Goose egg
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Euva Nell Mitchell. was first runner-up and Denise Hook, daughter
of Mr. and. Mrs. B B Hook, was
second runner-up. Broach was also
named as Miss Congeniality.
Murray Little League All
won over Hardin in baseball tournament at Benton. Pitchers were Tem
Gibson for Murray and Hutchens
for Hardin.
40 years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Youth Band performed at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
last night. Phillip Shelton and Robert Singleton are directors of the
hand composed of members of the
bands from the city and county
school.
Larry Dunn.'son of Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice Dunn, has his senior art exhibit on display through July 30 at
the Mary Ed Mccoy Gallery at fine
arts building at Murray State College.
SO years ago
Cpl. Marlon Morris, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lancie Morris. is now
serving with the 6th Marine Corps
Reserve and Recruitment District.
Atlanta, Ga. He enlisted in the Marines in November 1951.
Jerry Roberts and Bill Wiggins
of Murray are among some 150
delegates from the Eastern United
States who are attending the annual
Junior Red Cross Training Center at
Miami University. Oxford, Ohio.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Ellis, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Futrell and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Fisher.
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in sports
30 Invalid
31 Flintstone dad
32 Cheers
for matadors
37 Small guitar
39 Tncked
41 River or
mountain deity
42 Inc
43 Votes in favor
44 Software
problems
45 Use a paper
towel
46 Natural elevs
49 Opposite of
haw
50 - -and-pop
store
52 Not their
53 Good buddy
54 Drench
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'Six Feet Under' leads
Emmy nominations
By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
funeral home drama "Six Feet
Under" received a leading 16 Emmy
nominations today, followed by
three-time best drama winner "The
West Wing" with 15.
"The Sopranos," back in contention after missing out on last
year's awards because it didn't air
during the eligibility period,
received 13 nominations, along with
the comedies 'Everybody Loves
Raymond" and "Sex and the City."
"Law & Order" missed out on
setting a record, failing to receive
the best drama series nomination
that would have given it 12 consecutive best series nominations. It's
tied for the record with "Cheers"
and "M-A-S-H."
Besides a best drama series bid,
"Six Feet Under" also earned nominations for cast members Frances
Conroy as best actress and Peter
Krause as best actor.
Other contenders-for best drama
series are "The Sopranos," "The
West Wing,- "CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation" and "24."
Nominees for best comedy series
are "Everybody Loves Raymond."
"Sex and the- City," "Curb Your
Enthusiasm," "Will & Grace" and
Tag. years winner, 'Friends.'
Jennifer Aniston, winner of last
year's best comedy series actress
award, received another nomination
in the category this year. Her competition includes Patricia Heaton of
N ly uy
ayfflon ," Jane
Kaczmarek of "Malcolm in the
—Me-ssing-of
- • _ Grace" and Sarah Jessica Parker of
"Sex and the City."
Another member of the
"Friends-,,- cast, Matt-LeBlanc, will
be up again for the best comedy
series actor trophy he missed out on
last year. Other nominees: Larry
David, of -Curb Your Enthusiasm,"
Bernie Mac of "The Bernie Mac
Show," Eric McCormack of "Will &
Grace" and last year's.winner, Ray
Romano of -Everybody Loves
Raymond."
Other actresses nominated in the
drama series category are Edie
Falco of "The Sopranos," Jennifer
Garner
of
"Alias."
Marg
Helgenberger of "CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation" and Allison Janney of
"The West Wing," who took home

the trophy last year.
In addition to Krause, a drama
series acting bid went to last year's
surprise winner, Michael Chiklis of
"The Shield," who received the first
such honor for a basic cable show.
Other nominees: James Gandolfini
of"The Sopranos," Martin Sheen of
"The West Wing" and Kiefer
Sutherland of -24."
HBO, home of "Six Feet Under"
and "The Sopranos," earned the
most nominations with 109. NBC
was second with 77, followed by
CBS with 59, Fox with 37 and ABC
with 33. PBS earned 16.
In the category for reality programs, nominees were "The
Amazing Race," "American Idol,"
"Survivor,""AR's 100 Years ... 100
Passions: America's Greatest Love
Stories" and "100 Years of Hope
and Humor."
Nominees for best supporting
actor in a comedy were Peter Boyle
and Brad Garrett, both of
"Everybody Loves Raymond," John
Mahoney and David Hyde Pierce of
"Frazier," Bryan Cranston of
"Malcolm in the Middle" and Sean
Hayes of"Will & Grace." Six nominees is unusual in a category.
Nominated for comedy supporting actress were Cheryl Hines of
"Curb Your Enthusiasm" Doris
Roberts of "Everybody Loves
Raymond," Cynthia Nixon and Kim
Cattrall of "Sex and the City" and
Megan Mullally of "Will & Grace."
Actors nominated for their supporting woit-in a drama series:
Victor Garber of "Alias,- Michael
of
Impericili- and-JbePantoliano
"The Sopranos" and Bradley
Whitford and John Spencer of"The
West Wing."
Supporting dramatic actress
nominations went to Lena Olin of
"Alias," Tyne Daly of "Judging
Amy," and Lauren Ambrose and
Rachel Griffiths of "Six Feet
Under" and Stockard Channing of
"The West Wing.".
A total of 435 nominations in 89
categories were announced by the
Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences at an early morning ceremony.
The Emmy Awards are scheduled
to air Sept. 21 on Fox. A host has yet
to be announced for the Shrine
Auditorium ceremony.
•

Talented
Tykes
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger &
Times Photo

KIDDIN' AROUND ... Many of
the participants in this
week's Just Kiddin' Cabaret
were giving their all in a
rehearsal for the production's opening on Friday
night at the Playhouse in the
Park pavillion. The show,
consisting of children and
adults from ages 5 to 50 has
a theme of "Tribute to
Broadway," in which the cast
will perform a variety of
broadway classics. The
shows will be held Friday
and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Writing about last
visit with Hepburn
hard for biographer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— A. Scott
rg
-that writing -a--memoir.
about 20 years of candid conversations with Katharine Hepburn was a
breeze — until the end.
His last visit with the actress at
her seaside Connecticut home came
on May 30,a month before she died
at 96.
"She looked bad," Berg said.
"She was still beautifully groomed,
her hair was done up right, the
cheekbones only looked more
prominent. The dignity, the grace
were still all there.
"But the light had gone out in her
eyes. She seemed to have lost
weight. She really wasn't speaking.
She looked in pain."
Berg related that he took her hand
and said quietly, "You can let go
whenever you want." As he kissed
her goodbye, one tear rolled down
her left cheek. It took him a week to
write the final two pages

Dance Institute
returns to MSU for
50th anniversary
During the week of July 20-26
Murray State University will host
the Kentucky Dance Institute, now
in its fiftieth year.
Each year the Institute welcomes
participants from around the nation
to learn international dances. For
novice dancers and instructors alike.
the Institute's curriculum covers traditional folk dances from Mexico.
Scotland, Israel, and other international dance types, as well as
Ballroom, Square and Contra dancing.
This year, over one hundred participants will return to Murray for
the multi-generational camp. The
final evening of the camp will feature participants wearing colorful,
traditional costumes from around
the world.
The public is welcome to
observe. Activities of the final
evening will take place in the Large
Ballroom on the third floor of the
Curris Center.
For more information about the
Kentucky Dance Institute, contact
Stew Shacklette at (270) 422-2.121

Photo provided

LOOKING AHEAD ... Cadelia and Bryan Warner. enthusiastic supporters of the Murray Civic Music Association's
annual concert series, review the brochure for the 20032004 season. The association launched its memberstUp
drive for its 45th season today. Information about the
Murray Civic Music Association, ticket prices, and scheduled performances may be obtained at www.MCMA.org or
by calling 753-2949.

TV'S ARE BACK!
NOW CARRYING THE SUPRA LINE OF TELEVISIONS
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!
Hi-Efficiency Room
Air Conditioner

Your Authortzed GE Showcase Dealer"

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"We Service All Brands"
212 East Main St • 753-1586

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.00%
(July, 2003)
Southern Farm Bureau Life s
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300% Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

The major portion of Berg's
which_Hepburn insisted
not be published until after her death
— was completed,edited, set in type
and locked away two years ago.
Only a handful of people knew
about it.
When Hepburn died, Berg wrote
the final portion, and G.P. Putnanis
Sons published 530,000 copies of
Kate Remembered" in a week.The- —
book was released July 11, less than
two weeks after her death.
Hepburn talked openly about
everything except sex and money,
Berg said. "She was free-flowing in
her conversation, but I never felt it
was within my realm to say, 'Let's
talk about your sex life.' She often
talked about a lot of men she slept
with: Leland Hayward, Howard
Hughes. Spencer Tracy, of cotirse,
and John Ford," he said.
"The other thing we didn't talk
much about was money."

memoir

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

NEXT SHOW IN A FEW HOURS ... Playhouse in the Park
presents "A Tuna Christmas." starting tonight at 7, a unique
production in that only two people — Playhouse director
Michael Dunnagan and actor Don Fleming- will be playing
all 20-plus characters in the production. Here, Dunnagan
(playing the part of Bertha Bumiller on the left) gets some
"advice" from the bank president's wife Vera Carp. The
show also-plays this Friday and Saturday (7:30 each night)
and Sunday at 2 p.m. The show will also run next Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at the same times.

New Physician
Joins
Henry County
Medical Center
Andrew H. Lundberg, General/Vascular
Surgeon has joined the medical staff at
Henry County Medical Center. Dr.
Lundberg comes to Paris with his wife
Mariah and two children Harrison and
Margaret from Memphis, TN.
Dr. Lundberg received a Bachelor of
Science degree from Guilford College in
Greensboro, N.C. He received his
medical degree form Bowman-Gray
School of Medicine in Winston-Salem,
N.C. and completed his Internship and
Surgery Residency at the University of
Tennessee at Memphis, College of
Medicine. Dr. Lundberg has most
recently completed a fellowship in
Vascular Surgery at the University of
Tennessee. He is a member of the
American Medical Association and the
American College of Surgeons.
Dr. Andrew Lundberg will join the
practice of Dr. Russell Boyd, General
Surgeon; Dr. Amy Boyd,
Anesthesiologist and Dr. Blake
Chandler, Orthopaedic Surgeon at
Surgical Consultants of Paris.
Appointments can be made by
calling (731) 644-3211.
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Andrew H.Lundberg,M.D.

This is Life"
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HC HENRI/COUNTY
C MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Ave.

Pans, TN 38242
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